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'1in so glad we did" 

Twelve models in the range 
(8 x 56 model shown) 

All Swarovski Optik products are 
manufactured in Austria and carry a full warranty. 

TRADITIONAL BINOCULAR 
Ten models in the range ' 
(to x 40 green rubber 
armoured model shown) 

SLC BINOCULAR 
Six models in the range 
(8 x 30 model shown) 

For further information and a full colour brochure please write to: 
SWAROVSKI UK LIMITED 
One The Boulevard, Blackmoor Lane, Watford, Hertfordshire WDI 8YW. 
Telephone: 0923 816366, Fax: 0923 816005. Telex: 24958 SWARD G. 

, 
It wasn't the first time Melissa had 
noticed Giles. But then he has the 
kind of style that immediately sets 
him apart from the crowd. Rugged 
yet sophisticated, and with a taste 
for the country life, he was down as 
quite a catch in every girl's book. 

f 

"When he invited me to Lake Vyrnwy 
in picturesque mid-Wales I just 

couldn't resist. Of course I'd heard 
all about his reputation: An eye for 
the birds someone said. And how 

right they were. 

f 

"He whispered, 'Come closer, ' and 
then we shared our first magic 

moment, high-in the hills above the 
tranquil lake - the first annual visit 

of a Glaucous Gull. 

f 
"Such a change !thought, to meet a 
man so well equipped for the great 

outdoors." 

With acknowledgements to the 
RSPB and Severn-Trent Water. 

The natural.n. ... .....,· .. ""'''''' 



& RAPTOR CONSERVATION MAGAZINE 

Times are changing and so is the Falconers Magazine. 
" As you may already have noticed we have re-designed 
) our cover and changed the title and there are many more 

.. U: changes inside the magazine. We have been approached 
:::::: by various conservation groups to include more conser-

vationin the magazine, all raptor related , but don't worry, 
you will still get your falconry articles. We want the 
magazine to grow and at the same time we must diversify 
a little. Although we do not want to lose sight of our 
initial aim, which is to produce a magazine for Falconers. 
Also as Falconers recieve quite a bit of bad press as 
regards conservational aspects of Birds of Prey, we would 

IMlirC,"""':':: like to give you the chance to set the record straight and 
tell just how much you have done towards the conserva
tion of endangered species in this and other countries. 
We have another great competition for you with over 
£800 pounds worth of prizes. Lots of news and reviews 
and a marvellous centre spread by Philip Snow. 

. We would like to take this opportunity to thank every
.. \.:: body for their continuing help and support and we hope to 

:::( . see you at the Falconers Fair at Stoneleigh on 18th and 
( : 19thMay. 

D~ucDlJ&~ Editor 
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THE FALCONERS FAIR 

Following the great success of Europe's 
very first Falconry Fair staged last year at 
the National Agricultural Centre, Stoneleigh, 
this years event is planned to be bigger and 
have more scope. 
Organising Secretary, Ron Mor-
ris, says,"We have now incorpo
rated the word 'Raptor' into the 
title of this unique annual event 
with the intention of portraying the 
broader aims of the fair to provide 
a platform for all bird of prey inter
ests which, in turn, always go 
hand in hand with practical con
servation and it is hoped to reflect 
some of the work being carried 
out by committed individuals and 
organisations involved in this 
important field". 

1 
mists and artists will also be present. Mak
ing a guest appearance on both days will 
be the world famous Hungarian falconer, 
Lorant de Bastyai. 
Activities in the Falconry Arena will be con-

tinuous and varied and will include displays 
of the falconers dog and its training_ One of 
the country's best known falconers, Mr. 
Bryan Patterson, will be leading the flying 
displays throughout the two days. Bryan, 

from the West Midlands is one of 
the country's top experts in his 
field. He is well known for his ex
pertise on T.V. and his appear
ances at the country's leading 
outdoor events with his birds of 
prey and flying displays. He runs 
his own mini zoo and Falconry 
Centre near Evesham and also 
lectures students at Worcester 
College in the ancient art of fal
conry_ 

The world's finest falconry equip
ment makers will be exhibiting and 
selling their latest falconry acces
sories. Other exhibits include 
Emma Ford and the British School 
of Falconry, the Welsh Hawking 
Club, Central Falconry and Rap
tor Club, Raptor Rescue, The SAT 18TH & SUN 19TH MAY 1991 

The British Falconry and Raptor 
Fair is complimented by the 
Country Sportsman's Show run
ning alongside overthe two days. 
This fair offers the general pub
lic and the keen sportsman the 
opportunity to participate, get ad
vice or tuition or just admire the 
many events and exhibits on 
display which include gundog 
competitions, terriers, lurchers, 
ferrets, The Working Gundog 
Centre, clay shooting, 4 x 4, fish
ing, hounds, dressage and air 

Hawk Trust and The Barn Owl 
NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CENTRE Trust, The British Falconer Club 

and The Falconers and Raptor 
Conservation Magazine. Sir 
Michael Leighton and lan Evans 

STONELEIGH. WARWICKSHIRE 
(N.A.C. -ENTRANCE 4) 

AN A CTION PACKED PROGRAMME will be presenting a special edu OF COUNTRYSIDE A CTIVITIES AND EVENTS 
gunning to name but a few. A 
programme of arena events is cational exhibition showing the 

progress and current situation of 
the Red Kite in England. Book 
sellers catering for the practical 
falconer and collector, taxider-

• BIRDS OF PREY ARENA. COUNTRY SPORTS ARENA. OVER 100 TRADE STANDS. 
• FALCONRY & ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS. DEMONSTRATIONS. TUITION. 

planned forthe two days. There 
will also be many trade stands to 
browse around and a large craft 
marquee with over 40 craftsmen 
displaying their skills . 

• BAS.C. GUNDOG EVENTS. FISHING. CLAYSHOOTING ( FIRRE WADS ONLY) • 
• FERRETS, TERRIERS & LURCHERS. STICK DRESSERS SHOW • ARCHERY. 
• 4X4 IN ACTION. SIDE SADDLE DRESSAGE. HOUNDS. CRAFT MARQUEE. 

• BAS.C SHOOTING CLINlC. AIRGUNNING. THE WORKING GUNDOG CENTRE. 

Possibly the ugliest chick this Easter, 
Vince the Vulture makes his press 
debut at 11.00am on Good Friday at 
Whipsnade Wild Animal Park, Dun
stable. 
Vince is the first Ruppell's Griffon 
Vulture to be parent hatched in the UK 
and his namesake, Vince Curzon, an 
Overseer at Whipsnade is delighted 
with his new charge. 

ADMISSION: ADULTS £4.00; CHILDREN & SENIOR CITIZENS £3.00 UNDER 11'8 FREE (IF ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT) 
FREE CAR PARKING 

, Starts IOcm-6pm (Arena Events Com m ence 12 NOON) 
Enquiries to Show Office: 'le l : (0588) 672708 

~IDI 

VINCE THE VULTURE 

"Exactly why the birds started breed
ing is unclear, although the birds are 
no longer kept in a netted aviary" said 
Vince. "In addition, the Lappet-Faced 
Vultures which were q,uite aggressive 
and may have suppressed the Rup
pe Is were' transferred to London." 
Whatever the reason, the staff at 
Whipsnade Wild Animal Park are 
clearly thrilled with Vince the Vulture. 
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A GREAT DAY OUT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 1 0.30am - 5.00pm 
BIRDS FLOWN DAILY (Weather permitting) 
FALCONRY COURSES AVAILABLE 
FROM SEPTEMBER 1990 TO MARCH 1991 

J$atukin ((entre 
Weycock Road, Barry, S.Glam (0446) 734687 

~ 
] [ ~ • ~ "- / 

~ VETARK c. Animallkalth 

VETARK ANIMAL HEALTH realise that raptors can 
be suspicious and difficult to supplement. Most do 
need supplements to compensate for the artificial· 
diets of chicks and lab rodents that they eat. 
Our veterinary adviser who has treated raptors for 
over 10 years has formulated a range of vitamin & 
mineral supplements which are high potency so that 
you only need small amounts , and are EFFECTIVE. 

Prices Inc p&p 
Nutrobal 100g £3.65 

A un iqu~ vitamin mix with high levels of calcium which 
makes it ideal for breeding or growing birds. 

ACE-High 50g £4.50 
A special high potency vitamin mix with high levels of 
vitamins A,C and E to maintain vitamin lev€ls in times of 
stress such as breeding, disease, moulting, etc. 

Available by mail or from major stockists including 
Wilton Bird Centre, Johns Pets, Rosendale Aviaries. 
Colour brochure and information leaflets available from 

Vetark Animal Health, P.O.Box 60, Winchester, 
Hants, S023 9XN. Te l 0962-880376. Fax 0962-881790. 
ZOO or TRADE ENQUIR IES WELCOME 

TAXIDERMY 
by 

Martin Bennett 

Commission work undertaken 
please phone for quotation. 

Top prices paid for specimens. 

Telephone 056482 6671 or eve. 021 430 2334 
Lower Inkford Farm, Alcester Road, 

Wythall , Birmingham B47 6DL 

(lCbilbam (lCa5'tle ~ame & 
(lCountrp jfair 

CHILHAM CASTLE nr CANTERBURY 
3 -4 August 

Free Car Parking - Disabled car-park 
Open 930 till 17.00 ~----~ 

r-------~ SHOOTING 
c.y Shoo<. 

50 BW 'Portin& 
Prizu. 

2 Mm turn flurry. 
Archery· cat.pult • lasec. 

Sl&nhot ~'l: . 
.... 

Fi shin g (" DOGS ,. 

~t;:cmPCUt:ti;. .' f~r~1~E~ 
(nnonly) 

'~. Huslries. Hounds 
k :J._ Exemption Dogshow 

(sat cnIy) 

Full catering & bar Facilities Family pet dog Igility 

Ho~ roast ~t! .... ~;.,..../ 
;-----" •. ~'!« 

Falconry ,. ' , Terrier & . T100raPlde d 
Faleauy village. : . us tra e 
Two Hying DiJpa)'l. Lurcher stands 
Top falconry Fumitun> ' high ' Craft Marq uee 
IUplU rcacue Jwnp Fine arts 
Hawk"" Owilrult. comp 
Falcon ....... guine. £100 prize 

monies 

£100 
FUTURE COUNTRY FAIRS 

Enqwries (0243) 544181 
(0831) 430608 
(0543) 264162 

17-18 AUG Sussex Game & Country Fair (nr Petworth) 
25-26 AUG Lexus National Carriage Driving Championships & Country Fair 
(Windsor Great Park) 
21-22 SEP Yomshire Game & Country Fair (Harewood House nr Leeds) 

Please mention Falconers Magazine when responding to advertiselnents 5 
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Rapport. My copy of the Con
cise Oxford Dictionary defines the word 
as "communication, relationship, con
nection". Top dog handlers have rap
port with their charges. If they didn't 
they would be top dog handlers no 
longer. Unerringly, Lester Piggott rides 
homethewinners. Clearly, he is quickly 
able to establish a very strong rapport 
with the horses he rides. 

Falconers do not generally establish 
a rapport with their birds. There is no 
need, and anyway, such a relationship 
would be impossible to establish. 
Certainly, there may be recognition, 
even affection, by a bird for its owner 
but rapport is associated with a natural 
bond between members of the same 
family or pack. In the man-horse rela
tionship, the rider takes the place of 
stronger and more dominant members 
of the herd. A galloping horse must 

It is quite beyond the 
ability of any dog to be 

deliberately disobedient, 
it is our fault for not 

training the dog properly 
in the first place 

remain subservient to the mass, guided 
by bodily contact with its fellows. Any 
attempt to resist and go its own way 
wou Id lead to the non-conformist being 
trampled by the majority or being picked 
off by a predator as it breaks from the 
body of the herd. 

Birds of prey, of course, do not gen
erally co-operate in flocks so they have 
no need to be influenced by their fel
lows. Dogs, on the other hand, have a 

"A close relationship develops betwe;n man and hawk - but seldom rapport" 
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complex social development and very 
quickly learn to co-operate with each 
other in hunting. The worst combina
tion to allow to stray into the country
side is a collie and a terrier. The 
sheepdog rounds up the sheep and 
the terrier goes in to kill, the perfect 
division of labour and specialisation of 
function. 

Man-dog relationships in the hawk
ing field fail most frequently because 
falconers do not understand elemen
tary canine psychology. The second 
biggest cause of failure must be be
cause the dog does not understand 
what it is his hu man companion is trying 
to do! 

The dog is a predator, just like the 
hawk, and it's instinctive objective is to 
work towards the death of its prey. 
Canine predators are so specialised in 
this function that they will work so that 
another member of the pack may ac
complish the kill. In man-dog relation
ships, it is essential for there to be 
rapport between the two for this "pack" 
bond to be found. It is not necessary 
for the hunting dog to perform the kill 
itself so long as it realises that the aim 
has been achieved. 

Dogs are not philosophers. They 
know nothing of ballistics, forward al
lowance, or of the fine differences be
tween hawking and falconry. But they 
understand the destruction of their prey. 
I recall one dog, obviously exasper
ated by the repeated failure of the fal
con, rushing in to a covey, leaping into 
the air after the birds, catching one and 
retrieving it to its owner! Do I really 
need to explain the mental processes 
involved here? Mere disobedience? I 
think not. See how quickly a young 
dog learns to run in to shot, or to the 
''fall'' of shot game! Who can doubt that 
this is not the expression of a hunting 
instinct? 



There is nodoubtthatfalconers would 
get far more out of their dogs if they 
would realise that their dogs are hunt
ing companions who only want to see 
game put into the bag. That they occa
sionally do not get it right is not the fault 
of the dog but generally the mistake of 
the owner. Over a career of some 35 
years with dogs I have seen owners 
guilty of every sort of injustice towards 
their dogs. I can honestly say that I 
have found dogs to be, on the whole, a 
lot smarter and quicker to learn than 
their owners! Dog training is primarily a 
communications problem. 

A few case histories? Certainly! One 
falconer beat a pointer with his teleme
try aerial because it "false pointed". 
Apart from the fact that it wasn't his 
dog, could he possibly have been able 
to guess at the facts of the situation? 
Could he scent the grouse better than 
the dog? Of course not! So he was in 
no position to judge what actually hap
pened. Perhaps the birds had run. 
Most certainly, the dog would be more 
cautious in the future leading to an in
creased incidence of unproductive 
points and frustration to the falcon. A 
no-win situation. 

On another occasion, after many 
hours work on a grouse moor with very 
few birds, another dog chased a hare. 
A few minutes laterthedog returned. It 
was a fully trained and very experi
enced dog. My interpretation of the 
incident was that the dog had worked 
hard and wanted a bit of relief. The 
chase did no one any harm, cost us 
perhaps five minutes. The misdemean
our would probably not be repeated 
again for some time. The owner delib
erated for several minutes, then took 
hold of the dog and gave it a generous 
licking. To what end? The punishment 
was too late to be associated with the 
action of chasing the hare. And any
way, what is to say that the dog would 
not associate the beating with it's fail
ure to catch the hare? To my mind, the 
dog had already learnt a valuable les
son by allowing the hare to lead it a 
merry dance to no profit! The best 
course would have been to get another 
point and try to get a kill, then to have 
sat down inthe heather for another five 
minutes, to talk to the dog, caress it, 
and show it how much the grouse the 
falcon had caught was valued! How 
many falconers involve their dogs in 
the kill this way? Most regard dogs as 
mindless machines .... and that is what 
they get! 

To get the best from a dog 

needs more than affection 

A moment's thought will surely ex
plain the reason why the most sensi
tive dogs, assuming the presence of 
other working instincts, are generally 
the best. For sure, you will damage 
that delicate rapport between dog and 
man by a hasty action or harsh punish
ment, but how much more valuable to 
have a hunting companion which re
sponds to your quietest command and 
slightest gesture? Would you really 
kick your child in the ribs or beat your 
wife with the dog lead? Yes? Well. 
there are institutions f.or such people 
and help available under the Mental 
Hea~h Acts. No? Then why treat your 
greatest ally in the hunting field with 
any less respect? 
• My dog on point, I gestured to my 

dog boy to take the pointer in to flush 
the birds for the Guns on either side. It 
was to be the boys first chance to work 
a dog and I should really have known 
better. The dog glanced up and saw 

the boy rather than myself. He rushed 
in, flushed the birds, and chased them 
over the horizon. As he came back, 
the gamekeeper handed me his stick. 
With thanks, I handed it back. I told the 
Guns that the dog had thought the boy 
was there to steal his and my birds, 
hence his unseemly behaviour. I pre
dicted the dog would perform even 
better for the rest of the day, without 
any chastisement, and so it happened. 
It is quite beyond the ability of any dog 
to be deliberately disobedient. Ifthings 
go wrong, it is our fault for not training 
the dOg properly in the first place ... 
and training is not a process by which 
we establish dominance over the dog 
but a process through which we en
grain a set of actions and reactions 
making it clear to them how the kill is to 
be achieved. Failure in that is a failure 
in communication, not in a dog's ability 
to obey the rules. Realise that and you 
are half way home. 

The Fa/coners & Raptor Conservation Magazine 7 
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Wel! before t~e, f~rst signs of raptor 
breeding behaviour IS the time to dig the 
trusty Marsh RolI-X orTurn-X incubator out 
of winter hibernation. 
Task .n~mber o.ne is to thoroughly clean 
and disinfect, with bleach, washing up liq
uid or any good proprietory brand of disin
fectant taking care to avoid wetting any 
electrical components. 
Fumigation is Cl wise move but I would 
advise using Formaldehyde on its own 
rather than mixing it with postassium per
manganate which I consider far too vola
tile. A pad on a saucer soaked with a small 
amount of Formaldehyde inside the run
ning incubator sh.ould be quite adequate. 
Make sure that this operation is carried on 
outside and away from any livestock and in 
no circumstances inhale the fu mes! Leave 
the incubator running all night if necessary 
until the pad is dry. 
The fan motor bearings will appreciate a 
couple of drops of lubricating oil at this time 
but do not over oil or you may find the 
surplus all overthe inside of the incubator. 
Make sure that any electrical components 
are quite dry before attempting to switch 
on. 
The temperature controls both primary and 
secondary, if you have one, will almost 
certainly require resetting. Run the incuba
tor for half an hourto make sure the whole 
unit has warmed up thoroughly before 
making adjustments. 
The incubation temperature to be aimed at 
for most speci~s ~f raptors is 99f (37,25c). 
Aword of caution IS offered atthis point, for 
those thinking of purchasing their first incu
bator remember You get exactly what you 
pay for! To buy a cheap incubator for valu
able eggs is, really unwise and the results 
will be predictably bad. 
Highly accurate temperature control is the 
prime requirement of a modern incubator 
this can only be achieved with the forced 
air system where temperature controlled 
air is fan circulated to every part of the unit. 
A st ill air incubator works mainly by con
vection, that is cold heavier air moving down 

Turn-X Incubator Model TX7 

by Robin Haigh 
and warm air rising, its plain to see 
that the still air system will cause 
uneven temperatures throughout, 
some can vary by as much as ten 
degrees from top to bottom. 
The Super RolI-X incubator, still the 
leader in its field, will react to a tem
perature change of one tenth of one 
degree F, and control the unit to bet
ter than 0.2f. 
The RolI-X runs a very sophisticated 
microchip controlled thermostat while 
other incubators are imprecisely 
controlled by systems that will only 
respond to comparativly large tem
perature changes. 
What we are striving for is a tempera
ture that remains constant, every 
minute of every hourof every day through
out the incubation period. 
Accurate thermometers are required and a 
mixture of mercury and electronic types will 
prove useful in setting up the incubator but 
later on I tend to solely rely on the elec
tronic model which is fareasierto read. Al
ways check electronic thermometers ini
tially for calibration error and change the 
battery each season making sure that the 
battery terminals are clean and dry. 
After setting the precise incubation tem
perature the humidity inside the incubator 
will need to be checked. There are proba
bly more errors made with humidity than 
anything else. The root of the problem is 
that humidity, to most incubator users, 
means having to add extra water. In fact,this 
damp climate of ours the air being drawn 
into the machine is often quite wet enough. 
Heating air has a drying effect. Warm air 
can carry more moisture than cold air. The 
addition of a minimal amount of extra water 
may be necessary, although many eggs 
require no water during incubation at least 
until the eggs 'pip'. 
Humidity could be likened to perfume in 
that a little is good while a lot is definitely 
not better! The ideal average humidity re
quired by the perfect egg, if there is such 
athing, is around 46%,1 would suggest that 

50% RH is acceptable and 55% RH a 
maximum. Humidity readings below 
35% are almost impossible to obtain 
without the addition of drying agents 
such as Silica Gel crystals which are 
effective for only a very short period 
of time and then require drying out. 
They are not to be recommended. 
More useful is a room dehumidifier 
which is capable of removing gallons 
of water per day from the air. These 
are now easily obtainable and rea
sonably priced. 
Eggs of many Raptor species do well 
as low as 40% RH. Accurate humid
ity readings need only be taken when 
required, if that sounds obvious I 
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assure the reader that to many it is not, 
humidity requires checking at the start of 
the season orwheneverthe amount of water 
in the incubator has been altered. In most 
instances no water is required during incu
bation. 
The water fountain type feed system will 
give a controlled amount of water to the 
incubator which is unlikely to vary. Alterna
tively humidity may need to be adjusted for 
individual species although the majority will 
do well at the 50% mark. 
The most accurate way to take a humidity 
reading is to use a good thermometer with 
an absolutely clean wick covering the bulb 
portion, if the wick is contaminated in any 
way it will no longer absorb moisture at the 
correct rate which .in turn will affect the rate 
of cooling of the thermometer bUlb. 
The principle behind this effect is that when 
water is evaporated off an object it 'drags' 
heat with it and thereby coo Is it. The rate of 
evaporation is controlled by temperature 
and to some extent airflow and the amount 
of moisture load that the air is already car
rying, for example fully loaded air around 
100% RH will be unable to take any more 
moisture, and may even shed some (this is 
'dewpoint') being unable to take any more 
moisture means that evaporation off the 
thermometer bulb can no longertake place 
so there is no cooling effect and the 'wet 
bulb' thermometer will read effectively the 
same as the 'dry bulb'. 
Identical wet and dry bulb readings can 
also occur for the opposite reason, no 
moisture present to allow evaporation and 
cooling to take place! The more water that 
you add to the incubator the hig her the wet 
bulb will read, the less you add the lower it 
will read until the incubator is completely 
dry and it will then read the same as the dry 
bulb, say 99f: 
A better understanding of these principles 
will prevent the large number of egg losses 
due to incorrect humidity, which is often the 
primary reason for poor hatches. 



WIN ONE OF THESE FABULOUS PRIZES! 

A pair of Habicht-SLC 
Mark 11100% 
waterproof Binoculars 
donated by 
SWAROVSKI UK LTD. 

~f:t~ 
~~ 

3RD PRIZE:- Silver Paperknife donated by Robin Haigh. 
Made to measure Glove donated by Graham Dudmish. 

4TH PRIZE:-
Bow Perch donated by Ray Prior. 

5TH PRIZE:-
Falconry bag donated by lan Vance. 

6TH PRIZE:-
Print - Goshawk on fist donated by Andrew Hutchinson. 

Four runners up prizes of a years free subscription to the Falconers and Raptor conservation 
magazine. 

HOW TO ENTER 
All you have to do is answer all the questions correctly, put your name and address on the back of 
a postcard or sealed envelope and send to CTC Publications, Top Floor, Tailby House, Corner Bath 
Road/Oigby Street, Kettering, Northants NN16 8NL. 
The first ten correct entries picked out of the bag after the closing date will win. 
Closing date is August 31 st 1991. Winners will be announced in Winter issue (November 91) 
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Displays will take place on the following Sundays: 
21 st and 28th July -4th, 11th and 18th August 

1 st September 

Other attractions include: 
a large and varied collection of animals from all over the world 

children's playground· train rides· bar, 
restaurant and refreshments 

The Park is situated on the A361. 
two miles south of its junction with the A40. 

CHANGE 
OF NAME 
FOR 
RAPTOR~_I 
CLUB 
"At the recent AGM of the former Heart of England 
Raptor Club, the club constitution was discussed and 
ratified. As a result of this the majority decision was 
that the name of the club should be changed to The 
Central Falconry and Raptor Club, in- order to better 
describe the club's activities. The club's aims and 
objectives will remain the same, and all members, 
"old" and new, will be extremely welcome whether 
they be experienced falconers, raptor keepers or bird 
of prey enthusiasts. 

The club will be attending the Falconry & Raptor Fair 
at N.A.C. Stoneleigh on 18th and 19th May, and 
members are looking forward to the chance to talk to 
anyone interested in joining. In the meantime, anyone 
who would like to know more about the club should 
contact Sue Dewar on 0734 696501" 

TAXIDERMY 
by 

Martin Bennett 
Commission work undertaken 

please phone fo,'; quotation. 
Top prices paid for' specimens. 

Telephone 056482 6671 or eve. 021 430 2334 
Lower Inkford Farm, Alcester Road, 

Wythall, Birmingham B47 60L 

RAY PRIOR FALCONRY 
EQUIPMENT, 

4 Hackney Bottom, Hampstead 
Norreys, Newbury, Berks, 

RG160TU. 
A full range of top quality Falconry 
equipment at affordable prices. 
S.A.E. or phone for 1991 price list. 

Coping, Imping, Bell and Jess fitting . 

Frozen quail and chicks usually available (collection only) 

Falconry tuition for beginners on a one-to-one basis 
(maximum two persons) 

Callers always welcome, but please phone first 

For a personal, friendly service phone Rayon 
(0635) 200545 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
: FALCONRY BOOKS : 
• • • VetinalY aspects of captive birds of prey.J.E.Cooper 

Birds of prey. Philip Burton. Superb colour plates by Trevor Boyer 
• Falconry: Principles & practice. Roger Upton 
• Hints on the roonagment of hawks & practical falconry 
• A manual of falconry. Michoel Woodford 

Observallons on modern falconry. Roncld Stevens 
• A hawk for the bush. Jack Mavrogordalo 
• The art of falconlY. Gerald Lascelles 
• George lodge: artist naturalist. Much on raptors & falconry 

: . ::::: .. 

~ ~1.1.111111 9~!~WJE 
• • • • Behind the scenes. Jack Mavrogordalo's auloblography 

Tra~e cIe fauconnerle.Schlegel & Verster de Wulverhorst.New low price 
• Observalions on falconry and Pakistan. John Cox 
• The African fISh eagle. leslie Brown 
• The K~e's tale.R.lovegrove. Red Kites In Wales 

Ospreys: a natural & unnatural hlstolY. A.F.Poole Reduced from £ 17.50 
The Sparrowhawk. lan Newton 
The Kestrel. AndrewVilloge 
o for a falconers voice: memories of the old Hawking Club. Rodger Upton 
Owned by an eagle. Gerald Summers. A few copies left & reduced to 
Coursing & falconry.(Badminton Ubrary) Cox & lascelles.Formaly £15,95 
Guns & goshawks, Richard Brigham. Reduced from £10,95 to 
British birds of prey. leslle Brown. Recent reprint at bargain price 

• • £17.50 • 
£15.00 
£15.95 • 
£15.00 • 

~mg • 
£16.00 • 

£4.95 • 
£25.00 • 

• • • • • • • • 
fi99

g5 • 
£13.50 • 
£12.50 • 
£14.50 • 
£9.95 • 

£18.00 
£18.00 • 
£14.95 • 
£3.95. 
£9,95 • 
£4.95 
£5.99 • • • 

Postage is extra. Telephone orders are preferred. • 

• • • • • • 

Access / Visa / Mastercard 
I BUY BOOKS, OLD OR NEW, IN ANY QUANTITY, 

ON THIS AND OTHER SUBJECTS, 

COCH-Y-BONDDU BOOKS 
(PAUL MORGAN) 

Penegoes, Machynlieth. SY 20 8NN 

0654 - 702837 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

THE LARGEST BRITISH MADE INCUBATOR RANGE WITH 40 
DIFFERENT INCUBATORS, HATCHERS, BROODERS, 

CHOICE AVAILABLE ', TO HATCH 
• DULL HEAT BROODERS • POULTRY 
• 12 VOLT MACHINES • PARROTS 
• FORCE AIR • OWLS 
• STILL AIR • BIRDS OF PREY 
• AUTOMATIC HUMIDITY • QUAIL 
• AUTOMATIC TURNING • GEESE 
• TEMPERATURE CONTROL • DUCKS 
BY THE VERY LATEST • REPTILES 
ELECTRONIC CONTROLS .' BEES ETC. 

CURFEW QUAIL EQUIPMENT 
New breeding cages. plas1ic egg cartons. feeders. 
drinkers, and world cfass "Crusader" breeding quail 

stock (send Ior details). 
CURFEW INCUBATORS 

Southmineter Road, AI1home. Essex 
Telephone: (Maldon) 0621741923 

Please mention Falconers Magazine when responding to advertisements 



~ ext time you're packing for your annual holiday with the 
family, if you are going to the Costa Del Sol or the Balearics, 
make sure you take your binoculars and camera. 
Two weeks 8 hours a day stretched out on those sun drenched 
beaches can become somwhat boring, once the novelty wears 
off. So do what 1 do, hire a car, get hold of a good map and head 
forthe places that aren • t on the tour guide. You will be most glad 
you did. I will start with Majorca, thousands of us Brit's head to 
this region every year and spend our days in busy Palma (which 
is the capital) or Magaluf (mistake). Forget these places and 
head up to the Northern Peninsula. 
You will pass many rustic farms and 

with eagles floating on warm air overthe peaks. 
To the east of Andalucia is Cadiz, a very busy city which attracts 
many·species of birds to its open marses and sewer beds. Marsh, 
Montagus, Hen Harriers, Black and Red Kites, Peregrine, Kes
trels, Vultures and Buzzards all float around this area. 
To the north is a region called Coto Donana National Park, this is 
one of the last great wildernesses of Europe and, besided the 
usual raptors, this is the breeding area of the Spanish Imperial 
Eagle. 
As we go back down the coast towards Algeciras, Egyptian Vul

tures, Red and Black Kites, Peregrines, 
Hobbys, Short Toed Eagles, Harriers and 

castles with plenty of Tavern as, so you 
can try one or two Cevesa's (Spanish 
beer). 
As you start to see the hills and moun
tains of the north. Keep your eyes and 
binoculars ready. Your wife will proba
bly give you a hefty dig in the ribs ev
erytime your binoculars scan the 
beaches, because ladies just seem to 

If you do go to Spain its well 
worth getting away from the 
busy sea fronts and taking a 

Buzzards. The hills behind Gibraltar con-
tain all these birds, as they roost here, after 
travelling the short distance 
across the sea from North Africa. They 
can be seen hunting low on the gentle 
slopes looking for easy targets. look at all the beauty this 

country has to offer In these areas there are plenty of small 
birds, rabbits, hares, partridges, egrets-

lose all their inhibitions once they see the mediterranean (Birds! 
Yes back to what we are here for) right at the tip of the island, 
there is a very rugged peninsular called 'Formentor'. This is the 
region where Elenoras Falcons live and breed. You can also find 
Peregrine, Kestrels and Buzzards here. The journey from 
Formentordown to Soller has the most dramatic and spectacu
larscenery with rugged cliffs and mountains with steeP wooded 
valleys. Watch in this area for Red Kites, Falcons and Griffon 
Vultures. If you travel from Formentor having first had a chat with 
Prince Charles or Michael Douglas who lives in this area, head 
south along the road to Alcudia and then onto Lago Esperanza, 
much of this area resembles a building site but behind the new 
complexes and hotels, ~hich are oppo:,ite the be~ch, you can 
find fantastic marshes with many varieties of Harriers, Falcons 
and Ospreys. 
The next island is Minorca. 
Minorca is an island where life is a great deal slower, but more 
expensive, than its big brother Majorca. It is a haven for Birds of 
Prey. You will fly in to Mahon Airport, within two miles of the 
runway, red and black kites, can be found walking acrosss the 
road picking off the casualties of the night. The beaches on this 
island are some of the best in the mediterranean. To the south 
most of the tourist beaches are to be found. Punta Prima-Son 
Bou, and the two fabulous white sandy beaches of Cala Gal
dana and Son Saura will keep the family very happy. One day I 
thought I had reached heaven while I was floating in the tur
quoise waters on my lilo, I looked up into the deep blue sky to 
see two Red Kites displaying overhead. There are Black and 
Red kites on the south of the island, but drive to the North and life 
gets far more exciting. Take any of the small roads from Mer
cadal or Ferrerias and they will end up usually as dead ends, on 
one of the many deserted bays. This coast line from Cala Morell 
to Ca la Pergonda is a reserve and the hills and slopes contain 
many species of Raptors, Falcons, Kestrels, Buzzards,' Os
preys, and Short Toed Eagles. I have seen five Short Toed 
Eagles thermaling with both types of kites. 
Finally: Andalucia (mainlan~ Spain) 
Andalucia is famous forthe Inland areas being "The real Spain", 
the Spain of white towns, Flamenco and lush mountainsides 

Checklist: Raptors in Spain 
Black Winged Kite approx 60 pa!rs 
Black Kite 20,000 pairs 
Red Kite 1,000 pairs 
Eyptian Vulture 2,000 pa!rs 
Griffon Vulture 3,000 pairs 
Black Vulture 200 pairs 
Short Toed Eagle 2,500 - 3000 pairs 
Marsh Harrier 500 pairs 

Hen Harrier 
Goshawk 
Sparrowhawk 
Buzzard 
Golden Eagle 
Imperial Eagle 
Booted Eagle 
Bonellis Eagle 

storks, hoopeo-gullsto betaken. Obviously 
these areas are most abundant during the migration times of 
Spring and late Autumn but many species find this area suitable to 
them all year round. 
Inland towards Arcos De La Frontera (C343) is a fantastic rubbish 
tip which smells awful. There are not too many people around but 
its the place to go if you want to see a hundred various kites at 
close quarters. 
Overthe quaint village of Cesares, thirty kestrels live in the church 
tower, suddenly to the left a flock of Griffon Vultures float upwards 
and then drop away beneath you, one of the rare opportunities to 
watch the birds from above them. 
Behindthe swinging coastal resorts of Puerto Banus and Marbella 
are the mountain ranges of Ronda, in these ranges and the road 
from San Pedro to Ronda you can find Egyptian Vultures, Black 
Vulture, Booted and Bonellis Eagles and Golden Eagles. A variety 
of raptors hang in the sky around the ancient town of Ronda. This 
town, which is built between two cliffs, has a bridge over a gorge, 
while I was standing amazed at the view a peregine ' waited on' 
near us then stooped away into the gorge. Griffons hang on the 
thermals overthe old town. All in all Ronda is an incredible place. 
As you wind your way back to the coast you will be able to view 
valleys completely covered with coniferous trees, this area has 
both Sparrow Hawk and Goshawk. 
Spain has one of the highest populations in Europe of Goshawks, 
and Falconers/Austringers have hunted with them for centuries. 
From what I have seen although smaller than the northern birds, 
we usually fly in Britain, they are very manouverable and a lot 
steadier, (perhaps the hot climate pl.ays a part). 
The inland lakes are homes to many raptors, but there are some 
other African species such as Pink Flamingoes and Storks. Barn 
Owls, Tawny Owls and Eagle Owls are all present in Spain. The 
cork plantations are full of Little Owls which Goshawks frequent 
and kill with ease. 
There are a few people (Falconers and vets) whp do a lot of good 
work with injured raptors, shooting and poisoning still goes on , you 
will see some photos of the lucky ones, 'all in all if you do go to 
Spain its well worth getting away from the busy sea fronts and 
taking a look at all the beauty this country has to offer. 
Overleaf: Some of Spains Birds of Prey by Philip Gowdy 

500 pairs 
3000 pairs 

8000 - 9000 pairs 
5000 pairs 

350-400 pairs 
30 pairs 

1000 pairs 
300 pairs 

Osprey 
Peregrine 
Elenoras Falcon 
Hobby 
Merlin 

Kestrel 
Lesser Kestrel 

10-20 pairs 
1,500 - 2000 pairs 

320 pairs on Majorca alone 
4000 - 5000 pairs 

Does not breed in Spain only 
overwinters 

30,000 pairs 
40·50,000 pairs 
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As I stood knee deep in 
the dry golden bracken, 
just a few feet from the 
top of the hillside. I turned 

I and looked out across the 
I dale, what a view and by 
god what a day. 
It was mid morning and the sun was 

glorious, the sky was blue with just a 
few white fluffy clouds. Only a slight 
nip in the air betrayed the illusion of 
an early summers day. It was in fact 
mid January, and I was in the heart of 
the North Yorkshire Moors. 

Standing a yard or so behind me 
puffing on his pipe, was Morris, who 
owned all he surveyed and more. 
Twenty yards or so to my right was his 
head keeper, John. It was through 
John that I had in fact been invited here 
to perform, well not me, ~ wa~ 'Ivan' 
they really wanted to see In action. 

Our invitation was to 'have a go at 
them blasted rabbits', as John had put 
it to me one night on the phone. I was 
always more than happy to accept such 
a request. 

As I looked down the hillside to be-
. yond the drystone wall, where the 

bracken halted and cultivation started, 
I could see what he had meant. The 
farmer had tried growing a field of 
wheat, thirty per cent of the field start
ing from the wall was bare, not a blade 

of green. Then the chomped stalks, 
slowly increased in height until about 
the middle of the field it was at its full 
height of twelve inches, which I sup
pose was due to the poor ground and 
the lack of fertilizer. Well I knew we 
were not going to make much of a dent 
in this population of rabbits, no matter 
how may times we were invited back. 
Unfortunately there are much more 
efficient but ruthless methods for deal
ing with this quantity of rabbits. Luck
ily, we were here to show a bit of sport, 
or should I say 'Ivan' was. 

He was already high above us, riding 
the moor top breeze on broad dark 
wings. I could just make out the gold 
on his head as he watched us below. 
'Ivan' is a trained adult male golden 
eagle, with a flying weight of seven and 
a half pounds, and a six foot wing span. 

Very few eagles are trained for falconry 
in Britain, mainly because they are dif
ficult to obtain and are reputed to be 
temperamental in training and subse
quent handling. 

They are certainly no bird for the 
beginner to falconry, as you require a 
great deal of open country in which to 
fly them. 

I could see that 'Ivan' was starting to 
get a little impatient with waiting above, 
he knew there were rabbits in this 
bracken and was starting to drift along 
the hill, I explained how we would beat 
our way through this infernal cover and 
thus set about to serve our winged 
companion. 
John moved about twenty yards down 

the hillside and had just started beat
ing along the line of the hill when he 
flushed the first rabbit. Ivan had obvi-
ously been watching John, for no 
sooner had the shout of RABBIT left 
his lips, Ivan had closed his wings, rolled 
over and stooped, crashing into the 
bracken no more than ten feet in front 
of John. 

When I got to him and parted the 
bracken I could see he had the rabbit in 
one foot and it was dead. I offered Ivan 
a small reward, the front leg of a rabbit 
which I took from the meat pouch in my 
hawking bag. I offered it to him in my 
gloved hand, and he stepped onto my 
arm, releasing the rabbit. This I slipped 
into my bag whilst he was occupied 
eating his reward. I waited until he had 
completely finished and had feaked his 
beak, that is to clean his beak with a 

. ~ stropping motion across my glove, and 
.. then picking up any tiny morsels of flesh 

., -~ thus removed. When all this important 
~;;. instinctive ritual is completed, I raised 

..,.-.". 
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my arm facing him into the wind. Feel
ing the updraft from the dale below he 
half opened his wings and allowed the 
lift of air to take him up to about twenty 
feet. He banked to the left across the 
wind and climbing higher moved fur
ther along the hill. 

We continued beating expecting Ivan 
to return as before, after about two or 
three hundred yards, he would turn and 
glide , back towards us. Then circle 
above where we were beating, check
ing the ground for any movement, he 
would then fly fifty or so yards behind 
us just in case any rabbits were mak
ing a sneaky retreat. Once satisfied he 
would glide on ahead, all the while 
watching below for the slightest twitch 
of a rabbits ear. This pattern of flight 
he would repeat time and time again 
as we moved slowly forward, trying to 
dislodge the rabbits from this dense 
cover. 

Suddenly a shout from Morris, as I 
looked ahead I saw Ivan in a spectacu
lar stoop, corkscrewing down, wings 
tightly tucked in, he looked like a mas
sive bolt from the blue. It then dawned 
on me that his aim was not taking him 
into the bracken, but further down into 
the farm land. 'Oh god, I hope it isn't 
someones chickens' I cried. Just then 
he levelled out, clipped the top of a 
thorn hedge and crashed into the edge 
of a corn field. I ran through the bracken 

and over the dry stone wall , desper
ately trying not to dislodge any more 
stones, as it sadly needed some resto
ration. I staggered up to Ivan, gasping 
for air and with heart pounding in head. 
There he proudly stood with a large 
buck hare in his feet, its back leg gently 
kicking a final nervous twitch. I lifted 
Ivan off the hare and rewarded him, I 
slipped the hare into a small sack I 
carried in my hawking bag. This I hid 
near the dry stone wall and would col
lect at the days end. Its no joke trying 
to carry an eight pound hare in a hawk
ing bag attached to your waist belt. As 
I climbed overthe walllvan decided he 
could get to the top of this hill a lot 
easier on his own. He opened his 
wings, I released my grip on his jesses 
and he was away. He was back in 
position before I was half way up the 
hillside, I waved to John and Morris to 
carry on beating as Ivan was about fifty 
feet above them and waiting to be 
served. 

He caught two more rabbits before 
we decided to call it a day. As we 
made our way diagonally down the hill, 
John virtually stood on a cock pheas
ant, it burst into action, its verbal ca
cophony was still ringing in my ears as 
I saw Ivan close his wings and start to 
plummet earthwards. 

Now, he rarely takes any notice of 
feathered quarry, and I had informed 

our host ofthis matter with almost cer
tainty. 

Ivan had commenced his stoop some 
thirty or forty yards behind us and it 
was near vertical, perhaps he had seen 
a rabbit, the old cock was now crack
ing on ahead. My companions were 
still watching the departing pheasant, 
Ivan levelled out of his dive and passed 
between Morris and I at about shoulder 
height. With wings still tucked tight to 
his body he flushed past like a missile. 
I saw Morris flinch at the sound of the 
parting air. He overhauled the pheas
ant in a couple of seconds, and as he 
came level, he rolled onto his side and 
we saw a large yellow foot , reach out 
and pluck the pheasant out of the air. 
He then turned into the hillside and 
landed. 

I was speechless, then Morris 
whooped out and yelled 'BRILLIANT". 

I apologised. 'Sorry?' he yelled 'That 
was the best yet, I've never seen any
thing like it. What a brilliant day'. 

SKYHUNTER DESIGN 
Detailed birds of prey prints 
in black and white and colour. 

From £2.50 to £22.50 + £1.00 p+p. Ideal for 
Falconry Centres and Wildlife Parks. 

Trade enquiries welcomed. 
Write or phone for leaflet. 

Limited Edition of 450" Peregrines mid-air 
food pass. Numbered and signed by the artist. 
£22.50 per print. 

Colour ser ies 
1 Barn Owl entering barn 
2 Bald Eagle in tree 
3 Kingfisher on a branch 
4 Barn Owl on fence 
Pencil Drawings ~ 
5 Baby Barn Owl ' 
6 Tawny Owl watching a bee 

Sky hunter Design, 
Church Cottage, 
Thurning, 
Dereham, 
Norfolk. NR20 SQX 
TEL: (0263) 87382 
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Large Static dispfay with dairy frying 
demonstrations, afso meet the bird 

sessions. JI{{ inc{uded at the 
'Dartmoor W iU{ije Par~ over 1000 

f antastic creatures. erose f£ncounters 
of tlie anima{ kin" adventure 

p faygrouru:£ ficensed !R...estaurant 
and much more! 

'.l{ew fo r 1991, Haw!i;jng ana '.Fa(conry wu /i:..s ana wu/i:..enas, 
'Tuition ana p ractica[ fCying induad, 

'.For furtnu information regaraing prices ana accomoaation 
ring '.Mi/i:..e St anaing at: 

DARTMOOR W;1tI1l'~ PARK 
& WEST COUNTRY FALCONRY CENTRE 

SPARKWELL, PLYMOUTH, DEVON PL7 5DG 
Telephone: CORNWOOD (0755 37) 209 
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·ews 
OFF TO A GOOD 
START 

. Philip has finally achieved his goal of opening a Falconry 
Centre. Incorporated in The Butterfly Park at Long Sut
ton in Lincs., it has the potential to be a great success. 
Already he has some great characters in his birds, not 
least being Danny, a beautiful Tawny Eagle who's light 
coloured plumage makes him a joy just to look at, let 
alone watch fly. And in the short time he has been flying 
in displays he has picked up an obvious taste for the 
camera because everytime he lands it is with his best 
side showing. 
Philip was originally scheduled to open at Easter 1992 
but he did a quick turn about and in five weeks he has put 
together a nicely set out centre, with well built weather
ings and a nice selection of birds, including a femalep

~~~~~~~ eregrine, a Barbary peregrine/Gyr hybrid and of course 
Danny. There are two displays a day at approx 12pm 
and 3pm and philip fly a mixed selection of birds. 
The centre is not yet complete as he is in the process of 
putting together a lecture room which is also making 
good progress. The Butterfly Park is open until October 
and Philip will be more than pleased to see anyone who 
wishes to visit. 

Left: Sadie a Bengal Eagle Owl (the baby at the centre) 
Above: Philip with his Tawny Eagle 'Danny' 

RAPTOR 
E 
5 
C 
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Ran Janes 
A phone call from Cannock Chase 
Forestry Commission came early one 
morning, to reportthat they had a young 

An organisation dedicated to ensuring that all injured 
and sick birds of prey are cared for by suitably qualified 
persons and whenever possible, released back to the wild 

N 
E 

Bird of Prey and would Itake it off their hands. It turned out 
to be a 4/5 day old Sparrowhawk. Without going into 
detail, the youngstercould not be returned to the nest. The 
bird was force fed every 2-3 hours and kept in a heated 
hospital cage.ltelephoned all the L.R.K.'s that I knew and 
breeders etc in an attempt to foster, much to my amaze
ment I was unable to find anybody to help, I even tried a 
radio station to see if they would broadcast a plea for help. 
As time went on I became increasingly concerned about 
imprinting. My colleague, Mick, gave me adead Sparrow
hawk and I was very kindly lent a recording of a Sparrow
hawk nest site by a local ornithologist. From that point 
onward, entering the hospital shed, the recording was 
played and the dummy Spa rrowh awk, armed with food 
was offered to the nestling and happily, it responded by 
calling and taking the food. This process continued whilst 
in an enclosed flight until the youngster was fully fledged. 
After a few weeks, she was tackled up and I began to train 
her using falconry techniques. This is when the trouble 
began, as typically, a Sparrowhawk flying We{9ht is criti
cal, she would not respond to the fist and ofteiN hrew fits 

W 
if I was late feeding her. Time went on and she progressed 
butforthe slight problem of hereyes being biggerthan her 
stomach. She would ignore virtually all small quarry but 

5 
think nothing of chaSing a cock pheasant 200 yards away. 
Eventually I lost her for a few weeks. Finally she was 
reported, found fighting it out with a Tawny Owl (typical of 
her). She was retrained and showed more interest in 
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smaller quarry. She made a kill and continued to pursue appropri
ate sized quarry and was finally released back to the wild. The 
whole excercise took months. She was known as 'Gem' to me, 
great fun and a lot of hard work but to see her go back to the wild 
made this rehabilitation work worth all the effort. If you find a raptor 
in trouble and you need help and/or advice please ring this num
ber;- 0920 463694 Alternatively if you would like to join Raptor 
Rescu~ you can write to Miss A Rossin, 3 Highwood Road, Hod
desden, Herts ENII 9AJ or M Robins, 20, The Larches, Ware, 
Herts, SG12 OXJ. 

This Sparrowhawk is now back in the wild with the help of 
Raptor Rescue 



Come and meet Eddie Hare at the 

RAPTOR CENTRE 
I founded the centre in 1977 and from the 
beginning I have stuck to one principle. 
The RAPTOR CENTRE IS FOR THE 
BIRDS. Today the centre is based at 
Chilham Castle in some of the most pic
turesque countryside in Kent. Situated 
on the A28 half-way between Ashford 
and Canterbury, We have acomprehen
sive breeding programme and only re
lease some of the young back into the 
wild. Releasing too many birds could in 
fact be detrimental to the wild population, 
creating unneccessary territorial disputes. 
The remainder are offered for sale, the 
proceeds of which help to finance the 
centre. All birds purchased will have our 
own rings on, as well as any other it may 
have to carry by law, our rings carry a 
number, the year, our name and tele- -B·a-b-y-l(,'-estrels hatched at the Centre May 1990 - all were later released 
phone number. 

When purchasing a bird, the buyer reg
isters his (or her) name in the database. 
Should a bird be lost and reported to us 
we will then be able to contact the cur
rent registered owner and have them re
trieve it. If the system is not abused we 
should be able to offer an extra security 

to the owners of the birds bred by us, par
ticularly the owners of Owls. 

daily. The Raptor Centre is a recognised 
charity and relies a lot on public support. 
We have grown steadily over the last 
fourteen years but only with the publics 
help. So if you would like to come and 
see our birds we would be more than 
happy to welcome you. 

We arrange school visits on Mondays and 
Fridays to give children an insight into Birds 
of Prey and their conservation. The other 
days we are open to the public from Easter 
to October and flying displays are given 
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lan Vance Falconry offer a full range of quality, practical 
furniture and a friendly personal service to amateur and 
professional falconer alike. 

Single Thickness Gloves £21.50 
Double Thickness Gloves £23.50 
Hawking Bags £25.50 
Block Perches Small £ 18.50 
Block Perches Large £20.50 All Prices include p+p 

Payment by cheque. plo made payable to lan Vance 

r!:! =cl welcome 
ue of full seroSAE to: 

NG156PA 

FALCONRY 
A HOLIDAY WITH 

A DIFFERENCE 
Scotland's renowned centre 
offers exciting all absorbing 
holidays in which you will 

be flying Hawks and Falcons. 

SEND NOW FOR DETAILED BROCHURE 

L & D. M. Durman-Walters, 
Bonchester Bridge, Hawick, Scotland TD9 9TB. 

Tel: 045 086 666 

CHARLECOTE 
FALCONRY 
CENTRE 

Open 7 days per week 10.30 - 5.30 
Falconry demonstrations mid-day onwards 

Falconry courses available throughout the year. 

Contact Norman or Martin 
CHARLECOTE, WARWICKSHIRE CV35 9ER 

Telephone (0789) 470387 
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SCOTLANDS RAPTORS -
a conservation success? 
Field sketches, studies and text by (professional wildlife illustrator) PHILIP SNOW 
(A personal & pictorial view of birds of prey in Scotland) 

GOLDEN EAGLE (Aquila chrysaetos) 
Scotland supports a good and important percent

age of the worlds Golden Eagles, but they, and 
other raptors, face increasing illegal poisoning, pole 

trapping and shooting by pheasant, partridge and 
grouse shooting estates and sheep farmers. With 

the rapidly expanding wilderness sports and leisure 
industry and blanket forestry all intruding upon them 

as well, it is obvious they need our continued 
support and protection. 

/mm . 

(FalcQcol 
Certainly our most e' nd,mqere,d 

resident rapt or, mainly by the loss of its 
, "specialist heather moor habitat. Although the 
mrtlal conversion of moor and sheepwalk can aid 

birds like Hen Harrier, Short Eared Owl and even Merlin 
it fairly soon destroys their preferred open hunting habitat and later encourage~ 

predators like fox and c,orvids, and ironically the magnificent GOSHAWK (ACCipiter 
gentil is) another, otherwise, welcome recoloniser. Perhaps an apparent increase in 

tree nesting (Merlins nest in open birch woods in N Europe) will aid them, but the 
long term future looks grim at the moment. 

Last year 19 RED KITES (milvus milvus) were reintroduced to N & Central Scotland 
joining those remaining from an earlier introduction and obviously hopes are that 

they will breed. Unus~ally, a few HONEY BUZZARDS (Pernis apivorus) summer in 
the Deeslde area, JOining the ranks of the widespread and successful BUZZARD 

(Buteo buteo - the common 'telegraph pole eagle!) which like the KESTREL (Falco 
tinninculus) are surviving well in most areas. Apart from the SHORT EARED OWL 

(Asio flammeus) the owls are not particularly plentiful in Scotland, with a more 
south-easterly distribution of the TAWNY OWL (Strix aluco) and the LONG EARED 

OWL (Asio otus) and of course the BARN OWL (Tyto alba) ??? faces the same 
problematical decline as in the rest of Britain. 

PEREGRINE FALCON (Falco pereginus) 
The survivor par excellence with a well documented recovery from just about 

everything "civilisation" can throw at it! With now more peregrines, anhough in 
fewer places, (than pre-war, pre-pesticides etc) it must be said that in the far N & W 

of Scotland things are not too brilliant. The gradual degradation of an already acid 
environment means fewer moor and bog land breeding birds and with marine 

pollution and over fishing affecting sea bird colonies, these factors could be 
restricting furthergrowth , 



=--

OSPREY (Pandion haliaetus) 
One of the RSPBs most celebrated conservation successes, re
colon ising itself in the 1950s only with rigorous protection. Now very 
well established, especially around the Central Cairngorm Massiff. 
An undoubted tourist attraction, with enterprising fish farm owners 
providing viewing areas for its spectacular plunge dive fishing tech
niques. As with other migratory birds, it faces many problems en 
route elsewhere in the world, regardless of our birds triumphant 
return. 

HEN HARRIER (Circus cyaneus) 
Again, mainly good news, with birds recolonising N & W Britain from 
Orkney, their only remaining UK territory up until 1939.Disliked and 
actively persecuted by many grouse moor keepers, it is nontheless 
one of the most beautiful complements, along with S E Owls, to this 
wide landscape, elegantly and slowly quartering it on canted wings. 
Doubtless the rapid spread of commercial forestry has initially and 
temporarily aided both species and they also share a winter coastal 
habitat of marsh, dune and farmland, with the harrier forming commu
nal roosts. 

WHITE TAILED EAGLE (Haliaeetus albicilla) 
Persecuted to extinction in Britain by 1917, 
young birds from Fenno-Scandia, were rein
troduced via the Isle of Rhum, in the mid 70s 
by a joint RSPB/NCC venture. First success
ful breeding was in 1985, but the future must 
still be uncertain as slow attainment of breed
ing age, breeding failures and natural mortal
ity all affect this small nucleus. Their massive 
wings and deep flapping flight make them 
appear slow and ponderous but their diet 
here of mainly hare and coastal duck, belies 
that. Certainly I have watched one nearly 
catch a Peregrine, in a long whistling stoop 
and their spectacular whirling display is very 
energetic. 

SNOWY OWL (Nyctea scandiaca) 
This charismatic arctic owl surprised many by 
breeding in the Shetland Isles from 1967 to 75, 
but subsequently only female owls are usually 
present, although birds are seen fairly regularly 
on the Caimgorm tops in spring. Equally mag
netic and circumpolar, the GYR FALCON 
(Falco rusticolous) is also a regular winter 
visitor to the north, in its widely ranging light 
and dark plumages. 
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tters 
All letters should be addressed to:

THE EDITOR, THE FALCONERS MAGAZINE, 
C.T.C., 2ND FLOOR, TAILBY'S BUILDING, 
CNR. BATH RD/DIGBY ST, KETTERING, 

NORTHANTS., NN16 8NL. 

Dear Editors, 
referring to Derry Argue's "The Falconers 
Dog", part one. I feellmust reply in defence 
of HPR's which have more to offer the average 
falconer, than he may realise. 
Surely Mr Argue is not naive enough to 
believe that these breeds came about simply 
by crossing one breed with another, and Hey 
Presto! we have our all round gun dog? 
Even if we are daft enough to ignore nearly a 
century of selective breeding, what happens 
when, as Mr Argue suggests, we mate our 
'well bred' labrador, to one of the British 
pointing breeds, and the resultant puppies 
have the pointing instincts of the Lab. and the 
ground covering abilities of the native 'bird 
dogs'? These traits may well appear, unless 
of course, we ignore the Mendelian theory of 
genetics as well. 
I do hope that would be breeders of working 
dogs are not encouraged to produce mongrels 
of dubious temperement and ability. 
I would add that I have for many years flown 
both short, and long wings, over German 
Pointers, with a fair amount of success, and I 
admit that I would love to use a pointer or 
setter, appreciating their style and beauty, but 
I, like many others, have to have a dog that I 
can use in many situations, and the HPR' if 
well bred, meets these demands admirably. 
Yours faithfully 
RogerJames 

Derrysays 
Has Roger ever tried crossing a Pointer with a 
Labrador. I have as have many others (and 
was delighted with the result). I wish Roger 
the best of luck with his choice of breed. but 
after nearly 30 years its a bit hard to change 
my ideas now. 

Dear David and Lyn, 

Having seen so many articles on Falconry in the 
U.S.A.and U.K. I would just like to comment on 
the present state of falconry in the middle east. 
I have received a letter from Or Faris A. AI Timimi, 
a well known falconer and vet in Qatar. The 
letter states that falconry, because of the Gulf 
Crisis, has suffered a 50% decline, his veteri
nary practice is also down 50%. 
Arab countrys are enforcing game like seasons 
to protect wildlife and the U.A.E has banned 
hunting, with other countrys looking to follow 
suit. I have seen falconry in the middle east and 
am going back out there, once my contract of 
work comes through, I feel very fortunate to be 
able to work away from England and still prac
tice my beloved sport. 
My wife and I have had a good season flying our 
peregrine tiercel, female redtail and Saker fal
con and we have, on order, from a well known 
Scottish School of Falconry, one peregrine X 
prarie and one peregrine X Saker, both tiercels, 
for this coming season. 
What really concerns me is the number of so 
called, 'Falconry Centresl Schools', opening up, 
there's a new one nearly every month and I 
know that some of the people running these 
places have only been practising falconry for a 
very short time indeed. This is very worrying and 
we are already seeing an increase in abused 

RESOLVE OF A REDTAIL 
Michael Raphael 

After much deliberation between either a 
Harris or a Redtailed Hawk I chose a male 
Redtail. My choice was purely that I felt a 
male Redtail offered much more in hard 
hitting aggression towards its' prey than a 
Harris even though a Harris would argua
bly catch more I Acquired Scarlet, a parent 
reared, Male Redtail on 4th February 
1990, I wanted one late in the season to 
avoid social calling which can happen if 
they are handled too early. I did nothing 
with him for a couple of weeks except a lot 
of manning. On March 11th he made his 
first kill and everything was going well. 
That was until the Sunday before I was 
going to lay him up for the moult. While 
flying a rabbit he flew into a rusty barbed wire fence. I noticed that the barbed wire had 
caused a puncture hole at the side of each leg. After treating them with a mild disinfec
tant, when I got home, they didn't look too bad. However I was horrified two weeks later 
when the scales parted to leave a centimetre hole in the side of each leg. My usual Vet 
sent me up to see Nigel Hardcourt-Brown in Harrogate, he operated, stitching the 
scales together, and it was a great success. This brings me to this season. It started 
well and I was very pleased with not only his hunting ability, but also the way he could 
follow me through woodland, while I would beat below. Disaster struck on 16th Novem
ber '90 when he caught a rabbit, he took it well in the head but his petty digit on his left 
foot went into the rabbits mouth and was bitten. I had never noticed before but the teeth 
in the upper part of the rabbit5 jaw are like chisels. I took him straight to my vet, who 
put four stitches in the wound and gave him a course of antibiotics. At the time there 
didn't look as if there was any damage to the tendon and two days later he caught an
other rabbit so it didn't put him off. After several trips back to my vet it became obvious 
that there was some tendon damage, as he could grip with the toe but not extend it, so 
the decision was made to take him up to Nigel in Harrogate, to see what he thought. As 
soon as Nigel saw the toe he said it would need an operation, but he said the outcome 
would probably be the toe would be amputated. An hour later Nigel brought through 
from his operating room a very groggy Redtail, sorry to say, minus a toe. The operation 
was on the 20th December and a week later he was adding to the seasons bag. 
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birds and even worse, beginners being sold eve
rything from a sparrowhawk to a peregrine or 
even worse, a very large, aggressive female 
red tail or goshawk, which to an inexperienced 
person, could cause a major problem. If mal 
practice like tMis continues it will only harm the 
sport, not help it and should people like the 
R.S.P.C.A and protection societys like the 
R.S.P.B. push this argument, we could well see 
our sport facing bans etc. 
Also, after studying falconry for 15 years and 
coming through the mid eighties with the ridicu
lous prices birds were fetching, nobody now 
breeds imprinted birds, there's nothing wrong 

with a properly reared im print, the Americans fly 
them very successfully. What is wrong is the fact 
that unreliable breeders just tell tales when sell
ing their birds. Why if this is not true, do we have 
to demand a letter saying the bird is parent 
reared? Is there no trust among falconers and 
breeders in falconry? 
All I can say when buying birds, is to go to 
someone who has a good reputation with birds 
of prey. I purchased, in 1990, no less than 8 
falcons from one breeder and one falcon I re
ceived in exchange from one other person and 
we are totally satisfied with all the birds, not one 
bad falcon amongst them, and I am proud to say 
they were B Haddon and 0 Durman-Walters, 
both of whom I have the utmost respect for. As 
with everything there's aways a bad element 
and no doubt,in time,they may be forced to leave 
our sport and good riddance to them. 
I know, outthere, there are many good falconers 
and breeders and it is only by supporting each 
other, can we survive and pass on our sport to 
our children and,like mostofyou,l hope the day 
never comes when falconry in England might 
face a ban. I wish all dedicated falconers and 
breeders a prosperous 1991 and a good hunting 
season. 

Yours sincerely 
W Hawkins-Pinchers 
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o FOR AN EAGLE'S VOICE 
I have read with a great deal of interest the 

article by Alan Gates entitled 'In reply to the 
Hawk Board', Winter 90 issue, and with equal 
interest in the Hawk Board report to which he 
refers. I've taken a lot of interest in Alan's breed
ing efforts and helped in my own small way ,I am 
a member of the Hawk Board so I have the great
est respect for both parties and it is not my inten
tion here to knock either. Eagle owners how
ever, with a few exceptions, like Alan, have shown 
and continue to show a distinct lack of interest in 
using their birds for breeding, often with perfectly 
valid reason. They are a small dedicated band 
on the fringes of falconry who will die out with 
their birds if current attitudes prevail, and who 
seem blinkered to the fact that although eagles 
are long lived they are not immortal and may 
therefore need replacing eventually. Lack of 
availability is what the HaWk Board initiative is all 
about and while it is perhaps being conducted by 
those with little personal interest in golden's, at 
least they are doing something, and in a manner 
shown to be impartial. The initiative is a product 
of NCC/DOE policies and not,l think,something 
the Hawk Board would choose to do if the cir
cumstances were different. If I were to criticise 
ifs report it would be to question the wisdom of 
putting into print what the NCC/DOE have only 
insinuated, with particular reference to license 
applicants merely wanting a cheap eagle. 
A victim oftheeverchanging policies of the NCC 
over a period of twenty years, having tried every 
possible means to acquire goldens only to find 
that when I get within striking distance they 
adeptly move the goalposts,l can only conclude 
that at best the NCC/DOE do not 'encourage' the 
captive breeding of this species so much as 
doing everything within their Iim itless powers to 
discourage it. Here I list some of the reasons 
given for refusal of license applications along 
with my comments:-
1971 licenses are granted on individual merit 
1972 we are not required to give a reason for re
fusal 
(Two replies which cropped up many times up to 
and including 1989) 
1974 licenses are only granted to those experi
enced with eagles 
(I've owned a tawny eagle since 1969 and five 
other species in later years) 
1976 licenses are only granted for falconry pur-

~~: to my application for breeding purposes) 
19n licenses are only granted for breeding pur
poses 
(reply to my application for falconry purposes) 
1980 licenses granted to take one nestling golden 
eagle . 
(the typescript crossed out free hand and re
placed to read one eyas peregrine,l had applied 

for a pair for breeding purposes as president of 
the club and one for fl:llconry as a personal 
application) 
1981 no licenses being issued because last year 
there were fewer applicants-than the allocated 
six permits (must mean I failed to apply last year, 
funnyl 
could have sworn .•• ) 
1986 licenses can only be given to those with ex
perience of breeding raptors 
(I had bred 21 species increasing to 34 species 
to date, if I can include owls) 
1987 licenses can only be granted for Scientific! 
educational purposes 
(I am co-owner of a falconry centre subject to 
Zoo, Ucensing Act (zoology is a science) we 
take students on placement from the Royal 
Veterinary College, Min. of Agriculture College, 
Edinburg University, Leeds University and edu
cation facilities used by approx. 30,000 school
children per year) 
1988 licenses can only be given as part of a well 
planned, well organised breeding programme 
(As well as the public Centre we have twenty 
private enclosures specifically for breeding, util
ised by the RBA club goshawks, and can claim 
for what ifs worth at least one World first. The 
enclosures are seclusion type with electric and 
water, one way observation and remote feeding) 
1989 no further licenses are being issued 
Through an eighteen year period I have fulfille
deach and every criteria set by the NCC/DOE 
even to the extremes of offering to sign a legal 
undertaking to hand back any offspring to the 
Nation (via DOE) to dispense with under some 
form of licensing, and even made provision for 
the welfare of the birds in the event of my early 
demise. 
All to no avail, but each department, NCC, DOE 
and Scottish Office had in turn advised that 
captive bred golden eagles are available from 
Germany and a license to import would not nor
mally be refused. The Hawk Board report in
cludes this. 
I was foolish enough to believe that for once the 
powers that be might be telling the truth, so I 
decided to do exactly what they advised. 
In the Spring of 19901 was putin touch, through 
a third party, with two German breeders. Genu
ine, reputable breeders who in recent years had 
proven by DNA tests thatthey are indeed genu
ine, and who had exported goldens to Britain In 
1988 and 1989. The CITES certificate Is the 
document issued by the Committee for Interna
tional Trade in Endangered Species and is the 
internationally agreed means of confirming the 
legality for trading purposes of the birds to which 
it refers. Coming from Germany, an EEC mem
ber country, one cannot imagine it would be 
regarded as unsafe so on receiving it,l secured 

SALMONELLA IN IMPORTED 
DEAD DAY OLD CHICKS 
Thanks to recent government measures and improved 
hygiene standards British hatcheries are now the cleanest in 
Europe and are producing both eggs and chicks that are 
salmonella free. 
Unfortunately the same cannot be said for a number of our 
european partners. Salmonella has been discovered in eggs 
produced by hatcheries in Holland. Dutch day old chicks are 
imported in large quantities to be sold for raptor food. No 
tests are carried out on these by the producers to check for 
salmonella. 
Readers would be well advised to think carefully before 
feeding their birds on imported chicks at least until the 
foreign hatcheries are given a clean bill of health. 
ROBINHAIGH 

KEN -SMITH 
the birds with a deposit to await proceSSing of 
the import permit by the DOE. 
Two of the birds are F1 generation so it was 
possible that their use could be confined to breed
ing only, two others are F2 and may be used for 
any purpose and in the case of these two the 
DOE are not required to consult their scientific 
advisors (???). In early December 1990 the 
NCChad a meeting with its 'colleagues in Ger
many' before coming to any decision regarding 
F1 birds. By mid January no decision had been 
forthcoming so I forwarded the CITES/Export 
permits for the F2 birds, and the NCC had a 
meeting with its 'colleagues in Germany' before 
coming to any decision. After many phone calls 
to the DOE, the t:lQQ Sill!. a secret society and 
unavailable, I was told that the birds are captive 
bred, proof by genetic fingerprint would be ac
cepted providing the blood samples are taken in 
the presence of an official from the German issu
ing authority. I perhaps should add that in a 
phone call to the DOE in December I was told 
that a license could be issued for a male imme
diately. I take this to referto the F2 male . A 
decision not only reversed but flatly denied some 
four weeks later. 
No I cannot accuse the NOC of refusing a li
cense since they have not, but they have once 
again put insurmountable obstacles in the way 
knowing full well that to organise six blood 
samples (2 young and their respective parents) 
at the convenience of both the Vet and the Bun
dersampt official is next to impossible, particu
larly with only six weeks to the golden eagle 
breeding season. 
Through the 1970's the NCCIDOE allocated a 
certain number of licenses to be granted each 
year, applications were then passed to one man, 
a member of the BFC, to decide who should 
receive them. As a non member my 'individual 
merit' will no doubt have been somewhat re
duced and perhaps that could also explain the 
handwritten alterations on the 1980 license, which 
I still have. However, the point I wish to make is 
that those halcyon days are gone, and the.future 
of eagle falconry relies entirely on captive breed
ing and ultimately the present eagle owners. 
Particularly poignant to me wasAlan's worries 
about over production, since, while I agree that 
some of form of control may be necessary over 
who acquires these potentially dangerous birds, 
I can confirm that eggs are extremely easy NOT 
to hatch if the need arises. The Hawk Board ini
tiative should be accepted as just that, an initia
tive, an effort to motivate the eagle keepers into 
realising the full potential of the birds they own. 
Otherwise they could find themselves the lastof 
the eagle men, birds do die, and they could find 
that one day my story will become theirs. 
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INTRODUCING 
FALCONRY 
Reviewed by D. Perkins 

This is a facsimile by E.B.Mitchell, of 
Tom Speedy, F.H.Salvin and 
W.M.Broderick with superb black and 
white line drawings by George E Lodge, 
J.G.Millais and others. In the first sec
tion E B Mitchell runs through some of 
the birds available to falconers and their 
behaviour. In the second section Tom 
Speedy gives you an insight into the 
naive destruction of all of Great Britains 
birds of prey at the turn of the century, 
some of which is still going on today. 
Going in to detail about how landown-

INTRODUCING 
FALCONRY 
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ers, sheep farmers and gamekeepers planned and instigated the slaughter 
of both old ~nd young birds. It is definately not for the faint hearted. The 
third section is based on a book by W H.Broderick and F.H. Salvin and 
briefly explains what implements are used in the training of a bird for fal 
conry. This book is a compilation of views of different writers and the works 
of distinguished artists and gives you an insight into the art offalconry and 
birds of prey. 
Price £7.50 from 
Nimrod Press Ltd, 15 The Maltings, Turk Street, Alton, Hants GU34 1 DL 

ADVANCED 
TAXIDERMY 
By P.A.O'CONNOR 
Reviewed by Simon Askew 

When I was fi rst handed a copy of Ad
vanced Taxidermy By P.A. O'Connor I 
was expecting it to be complicated. On 
the contrary, Mr O 'Connor has provided 
us with a book for the person who has 
read a beginners book and has tried a 
few specimens himself and wishes to 
know more. This book is packed with 
explicit instructions and diagrams and 
colour photos all taken by wildlife pho
tographer David Nye. There is a very com
prehensive eye size chart at the back of 

ADVANCED 
TAXIDERMY 

the book which I found very helpful. He also tells you the tools and chemi
cals you will need and where to obtain them. For anybody who wishes to 
take up taxidermy I can unreservedly recommend thistbook for the person 
who wants an easily understandable but in depth taxildermy book. 
Chapters covered: Birds, Mounting a trophy head, Mammals, Tanning, 
Rug making, Fish, Wax leaves and vegetation, Freeze dried work, Com
bined and a general guide to Taxidermy. Check lists of wire and eye sizes. 
Price £ 19.50 from 
Nimrod Press Ltd, 15 The Maltings, Turk Street, Alton, Hants GU34 1 DL 

FALCONRY 
PRINCIPLES AND 
PRACTICE 
Roger Upton 

Roger has provided us with an up to date 
book on flying the larger long winged fal 
cons, Peregrine, Saker, Lanner and the 
Gyr. The chapters on training, furniture 
and housing are, in general , applicable to 
all species of hawk and have been written 
so as to be understood by everyone. Roger 

FALCONRY 
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has over 30 years experience of flying ", .."., I 1,1"" 

hawks and falcons and has explained 
some of the problems and pitfalls when 
flying these birds, they are brought to light so you can avoid them and so 
prevent the loss of your hawk. This book goes in depth into hunting all 
species of quarry with the longwinged falcons, e.g. Rook, Crows, Jack-
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daws, Magpies, Seagull, Snipe, Woodcock, Duck, Pheasant, Partridge 
and the most testing of all the Grouse. If you want a book that takes you 
through all aspects of long wing hawking then this is surely one of the most 
up to date books on the market. 
Price £15.95 from 
A&C Black, 35 Bedford Row,London WC1 R 4JH 

HINTS ON THE 
MANAGEMENT OF 
HAWKS AND 
PRACTICAL FALCONRY 
Reviewed by P. Bates 

Due to popular demand this book, which 
has been out of print for a few years, has 
been re-issued. The author has revised 
the original text and made considerable 
addition to the illustration and has included 
an update in the law. This book gives an 
insight into the art of falconry and Birds of 
Prey. J.E.Harting goes into detail in some 
chapters and not so much in others. His 
only aim has been to revive public inter-
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est in a time honoured field sport and to share with others the pleasure 
which he himself has derived from its practice. 
Price £15.00 from 
Nimrod Press Ltd 
15 The Maltings, Turk Street, Alton, Hampshire GU34 1 DL 

Please - I wish to subscribe to THE FALCONERS MAGAZINE 
I for 4 issues starting with issue ....... . 

1 . 1I enclose (uck box)O£12.50 UKD£16 EuropeanD£25 Overseas 
European/Overseas subscribers ensure cheques are £ Sterling 

1 Please make cheques/postal orders payable to: 
1 C.T.C. PUBLICATIONS 

1 
Complete and post with payment to: SUBS DEPT. C.T.C. I 
SECOND FLOOR, TAILBY'S BUILDING, 

1 CORNER BATH ROA D/DIGBY STREET, KETTERING, 1 
INORTHANTSNN16 8NL. I L- _________________ ---.J 



We've a Car Collection, 

Butterfly World, Model 

Village, Birds of Prey, 

Picnic Area and 

Adventure 

Playground -

adults fashions including 

clothing and shoes all at 

Factory prices. Plus there's 

the Alexon, Dash, 

Aquascutum and the new 

Wrangler sales shops. 

a whole 
day of fun. 

display from one of the largest collections 

of veteran, vintage and recent classic cars. 

Parking for cars and coaches is free and 

there is no site 
entrance charge. 

OPEN DAILY 
FROM lOAM 

PA R K 
Member of Peler Black 

tableware and giftware 

beingmade

afterwards you can 

buy our ranges at low, 
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THE WORLD OF WINGS 
Bird of Prey and 
Conservation Centre 
The crowd watched in awe and the mass intake of breath 
was audible as Sequoia parachuted from the sky to land like 
a butterfly on Shaun's arm. Arm! well yes, for Sequoia is an 
Alaskan bald eagle who's huge feet spread from fist to 
forearm? very proud and with excellent manners she per
forms with the utmost grace and dignity that does nothing to 
detract from her free spirit. Imported in the centenary year 
of the massacre at Wounded Knee, she is so named in 
honour of the great Cherokee chief renowned for his intel
I~ct and remem,?ered .as a peacemaker. Her flight is the 
fln~le to the ma!n flymg demonstration given at 2.00pm 
dally when a vanety of raptors ,owls and vultures included, 
are flo~'m, with a commentary leaning strongly towards 
education ~nd conservation and taking in their biology and 
~cology while stressing the important role of captive breed
Ing. 

Where is this you must be wondering? We are at the 
W<?rld of Wings Hawk Reserve, part of Hornsea Retail and 
Leisure Park situated on the outskirts of a quiet holiday 
resort on Yorkshires East coast a short distance South of 
Bridlington. Along with allthe other visitors (almost a million 
per year) we were given the warmest possible welcome and 
Impre~sed by the willingness to oblige of Ken and Shau~ of 
whom It seems nothing is too much trouble nor any question 
too mundane. Equally impressive are the well kept lawns 
and gardens where the birds are housed in aviaries indi
vidually tailored to specific needs and tastefully situated, 
almost hiding, among the mature parkland trees. There are 
tall cacti in Mexican desert and crags on a New England 
mountainside to mention but two of the micro habitats cre
ated for the comfort of the exhibits and the aesthetic enjoy
ment of the customer, all artificially produced but a surpris
ing and pleasant ~hange from a 2" x 2" perch and plyboa~d 
nest shelf. The-birds obviously find it as relaxing as we did 
as the Ce~tre has so far bred 34 species of raptor, all 
naturally With no artificial insemination needed yet, among 
the notable being the brown fish owl with the probability of 
Aplomado falcons and Lappet Faced Vulture, with eggs at 
the time of our visit. 
The Centre was founded in 1980 by Ken Smith, a falconer 
for 30. years, a.nd was a natural progression of his early 
breeding expenments, so vital to the future of falconry, and 
of his 'club' falconry displays conducted as a means of 
i~forming the publi? and redreSSing some of the bad press 
aimed at the sport In the not too distant past. Shaun, Kens 
son and partner, being brought up with hawks of all descrip
tion his hereditary skills make him a natural in all aspects of 
training hawks to teaching school children about owls. Both 
are falconers to the core and have three decades worth of 
descriptive stories to tell of hawking experiences but tend to 
treat falconry as a priv~te pastime indulged in for personal 
enjoyment, the objectives of the Centre being somewhat 
different. Owls, vu ltures and other 'non falconry' birds take 
an equal place, by the fact that all species are inter-depend
ent in the scheme ofthings makes the single Lappets egg as 
important, perhaps more so, than the other 34 species 
currently being bred. Of the stock of 130 birds, about 80 are 
~:>n public view with plans to bu ild eight more large enclo
sures for eagles, enclosures are due for completion this 
Spring but have been temporarily shelved awaiting plan
ning permission . There are a large variety of birds on 

chick bred at the centre 

display including Malaysian Fish Owls, Boobook and Abys
inian Spotted Owls, Goshawks and Sparrowhawks, Hob
bys, Merlins and Saker Falcons, Bald Eagles, Imperial Eagles 
and White Bellied Sea Eagle, Lappet Faced and Hooded 
Vultures, an Andean Condor and many more. 
Also there is a childrens corner with rabbits to stroke, mini
ature Shetland ponies and a variety of turkeys and chickens 
and a mousehouse. 
bur day did not end there, the Model Village occupies three 
quarters of an acre, Butterfly World is among the country's 
largest while the Yorkshire Car Collection is a selection 
drawn from Europe's largest private collection. We left the 
children for a while in the supervised play area with it's 
Western Fort, real Russian tank and many other 'toys' while 
we paid a visit to the hand potter and did a little shopping in 
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the factory outlet shops selling everything from face cream 
to furniture including top name designer goods at affordable 
prices, and for lunch! Everything from a hot dog to a three 
course meal. Certainly a day out with a difference. Sequoia,afemale BaldEagle 



Sometimes the hawks wrestled with jackrabbits 100 or more metres away 
from us and were only able to hang on for six to eight seconds. 

One buck even managed to kick both hawks of at once. 

The air was clear and crisp, 
only a breath of wind stirred 
the cinnamon to lime col
oured sage bushes filling 
our nostrils with a pleasant 
herbal scent. The cloud
less blue sky stretched to 
infinity. In the distance 
snow capped mountains 
rose one to two kilometres 
above this enormous high 
altitude valley. The only 
perceptible movement was 
antelope and mu le deer 600 
to 800 meters ahead of us 
moving slowly to higher 
vantages. Three of us had 
been working the dry multi
hued flat for an hour with
out producing any hares or 
cottontails , butthe scenery 
was so spectacular to us 
East Coast falconers that 
no one complained. My 
nephew, Mike Moreland, 
also our cameraman, had 
already burned up a roll of 
movie film on the surround
ing panorama without any 
hunting action. 
Therefore, due to the lack 

of game in cover, we be
gan to search on a lower 
tier of open grassland. This 
pasturage appeared to be 
overgrazed by cattle. The 
immense prairie was bor
dered on one side by a 
harvested wheat f ie ld . 
Much to our surprise the 
jackrabbits were found 
closer to the cultivated land. 
The hares were hiding in 
no cover; yet, they were 
invisible until bolted. The 
first few got up far out of 
range and ran in a straight 
line, kicking up little dust 
trails like the rooster tail of 
a speedboat on water, until 
disappearing from view. 
Since this was our first jack
rabbit hunt we were 
shocked at their size and 
their speed . They looked 

like white tailed deer loping 
away. 

I was flying a cast of Harris 
Hawks . . My intermewed ti
ercel, Elvis, was a very ca
pable cottontail killer, but my 
other hawk, Sheena, Was a 
first year hen fresh out of my 
breeding chamber. Sheena 
had been entered on sev
eral cottontails and seemed 
to be a little faster and more 
eager than most hawks her 
age; but, after seeing these 
jackrabbits we all felt that 
hares were probably beyond 
her abilities. Kim Titus, the 

dodges, quick spins and 
blaze away speed left our 
hawks sitting on the ground 
bewildered. The next hare 
was even worse . This 
mOl1ster dodged Elvis and 
kicked Sheena off after she 
rode him for ten metres like 
a cowboy on a mustang. A 
few minutes later Elv is 
grabbed one. Elvis was 
dragged 10 metres and 
slammed into a bush and left 
dazed. After all this, Sheena 
lost her confidence and 
began checking off, but EI
vis became more deter-

Author's son, MarvinPresley, and.his hen harris, "Zinger", 
displaying morning's catch of 1150 gram cottontail rabbit and 
2720 gram blacktail jackrabbit at 1984, Lamar, Colorado, 
NAFAmeet 
other member of our team, 
carried Sheena for me and 
released her at my com
mand. 

At the first . close slip, 30 
metres, I launched Elvis and 
Kim released Sheena. They 
quickly closed the gap on the 
three quarter speed jackrab
bit, but much to the hawks' 
surprise the hare's blurring 

mined. Finally Elvis bound 
to a jack's head. The jack
rabbit jumped high in the air 
and did a forward somersault 
causing Elvis to slam into the 
ground on his back; the force 
of this blow stunned Elvis 
and broke his grip. At this 
point I thought my hawks 
were ru ined for hares; more
over, I blamed myself for not 
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being ableto run fast enough 
to help. Of course in retro
spect, this is ridiculous be
cause no human can run that 
fast. Sometimes the hawks 
wrestled with jackrabbits 1 00 
or more metres away from 
us and were only able to 
hang on for six to eight sec
onds. One hare even man
aged to kick both hawks off 
at once. Another jack on a 
long chase dodged Sheena, 
spun 80 degrees and re
turned full speed towards us. 
Elvis in late pursuit was on a 
head on course with this 
hare. Nevertheless, the jack 
never wavered. A split sec
ond before a head on colli
sion the hare leaped over 
Elvis leaving him crashed in 
the dust. 

As the jackrabbit ran into 
the wind and safety he exe
cuted a taunting series of 
victory hops peculiartothese 
prairie hares after escaping 
danger. This display left us, 
and probably the hawks too, 
insulted and humiliated. 
These hares of the open 
land have been discourag-

, ing and escaping from rap
tors for milenia. Their tac
tics are instinctive. Some of 
the old time Western falcon
ers believe jackrabbits really 
don't seem to fear the 
smaller raptors like harris 
hawks and goshawks; they 
claim only Ferruginous 
hawks and Golden eagles 
really scare jack into full 
speed dashes. 
Now it was time for us to re
group and examine our 
strategies. We had heard 
hare hawking was tough, but 
this seemed impossible. 
After a discussion and a rest 
we decided to only release 
the hawks on close slips, to 
walk closer together, and to 
keep the wind, although 



slight, behind us. We fig
ured on only hunting the 
more open spots, especially 
since the best concentra
tions of jacks seemed to be 
devoid of cover. 

After lunch we started 
again. This time we patiently 
held the hawks as jackrab
bits broke from their forms 
out of our effective range. 
Suddenly a jackrabbit broke 
within 10 metres; I sling shot
ted Elvis off the glove with a 
fierce throw. Elvis streaked 
toward the jack straight and 
true like a heat seeking 
missile. A quick wingover 
and Elvis struck the jack in 
the head. Then all hell broke 
loose! The jack twisted, 
tossed and tu mbled trying to 
shake Elvis. As I ran to the 
flopping duo, the jack was 
growling like a dog, and Elvis 
looked back at me and his 
eyes said,"Come on partner, 
grab this critter, I can't hold 
on much longer". So, our 
first jackrabbit was subdued 
and killed . I couldn't get over 
the strength of this monster. 
Since Sheena had checked 
on this hare we allowed her 

to come in and bind it. Then 
we permitted both hawks to 
fee up on the rich red meat. 
Feeding up on a kill is a real 
confidence builder, and all 
hawks seem to prefer hare 
meat to rabbit meat. 
The following day was dif

ferent. We were smarter and 
so were our hawks. At the 
first good slip Elvis banged 
a jack in the head and 
Sheena came in and an
chored it. The hawks acted 
like they had been doing this 
all their lives. We picked both 
hawks up with fresh jack legs 
and fed them each about a 
quarter crop, settled them 
down for a while, and then 
began hunting again. The 
next jack was rear ended by 
Sheena, but before she 
could be dragged, Elvis 
nailed down the hare's head. 
The hawks really had their 
technique down pat. On this 
kill we fed upforthe day, not 
wanting to press our good 
luck too far. 

The following day the 
hawks took three hares in 
fine style. Their technique 
of doubling up on targets 

seemed perfect. There was 
no way any of these victims 
could have broken away. My 
Harris' were "made" hare 
hawks. Moreover, I was ad
dicted to jack hawking. 

Because this hunting was 
part of the North American 
Falconry Association's 1982 
meet, we returned each day 
to the NAFA headquarters 
in a motel in Brigham, Utah, 
and swapped hawking sto
ries with other falconers who, 
like us, had travelled from all 
over the United States to 

Marylandfalconers posing with their harris hawks at lunch break in Amarillo, Texas: the 1983 NAFA 
meet. Author is holding Jack Russell terrier 

attend this gathering. From 
these exchanges of informa
tion one fact was very evi
dent: Only the harris hawk
ers were catching jack rab
bits in numbers. Some of 
the goshawkers .and redtail
ers caught a few jackrabbits 
but most admitted their 
hawks would only fly cotton
tails. This knowlf:~dge made 
hare hawking even more of 
a challenge. 

By the end of the week my 
cast of harris hawks had 
bagged quite a few blacktail 
jackrabbits; but, it wasn'tthe 
quantity of hares caught re
membered, it was the qual
ity of flights. Watching de
termined raptors attack elu
sive, confident prey was 
thrilling . Every chase was 
different; yet, no kill was 
sure. Escapes were always 
more prominent than cap
tures. The tricks of the wily 
jackrabbit will excite even the 
most hardened falconers 
and challenge the best of the 
shortwinged hawks. More
over, once austringers suc
cessfully kill hares with their 
hawks no other quarry will 
satisfy this quest. Each 
season now I migrate to the 
western United States for a 
week or two to try my hawks 
at these long eared beasts. 
There is quite a growing cult 
of harris hawkers in the US 
who are infected with this 
disease of being "hooked" 
on hares. 
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A COUNTRY FAIR AT WARE? 
Despite rain and heavy winds interspersed with bouts of sunshine, the ----, 
Game Fair season got off to an excellent start with a large crowd for the 
Falconers at the Country Fairs Gamekeeper and Countryman Fair. Ben 
Long, Bob Dalton and the Sussex Falconry Club produced a most superb 
display in the Falconry Tent, which created a lot of public interest. At one 
stage I thought Ben was going to sell a telemetry system to a mum trying 
to keep 'tabs' on her wayward offspring. 
As ever David wilson, our esteemed editor was there surrounded by 
magazines. W.H.Smith would have been proud of him. The flying display 
(Red Tail Falconry) with Ray and Wendy A1iker, produced the largest 
arena crowd, which reached seven deep in some places. Little "Willow" 
the Barn Owl was the childrens favourite, "Lop Lop", the Eagle Owl, 
enthralled both parents and children alike and the crowd visibly drew 
breath each time the Lanners dived and swooped past within centimetres 
of them. The birds themselves drew spontaneous appl-use and Ray was 
very careful to explain that they were not pets and still exceedingly inde
pendent. Ten out often to Malcolm, who wore hid "tights" in front of a home 
crowd, Raptor Rescue, with thanks to Mick Robins and Mike Abbey, put 
the icing on the cake and our survey proved that Falconry was one of the 
most popular aspects of a very busy show. 
Bryan Patterson will join the team at Chilham Castle on 3-4 August and the 
residentfalconer Eddie Hare will be flying "Fuzzball" the White Bellied Sea 

Eagle WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS ~. 
West Sussex County Council have tried gas detonators, electronically 
operated robotic screaming birds, loud speakers, relaying the calls of 
seagulls in distress and shotguns fired into the air, to try and keep the 
gulls and rooks off a rubbish dump at Westhampnett because of the 
health hazard and potential risk of damaging the aircraft using Good
wood airfield, and all to no avail. 
Then someone suggested the falconry centre at Locksacre near 
Chichester. When Noel Pannell and Andrew Stokes brought along two 
of their falcons to the dump, just the sight of them cleared the flocks in 
moments and have now become a permanent deterrent. 

GENTLESHAW BIRD OF 
PREY HOSPITAL 

Gentleshaw Bird of Prey Hospital has been available to the needs 
of injured birds for several years and as its name suggests, 
specialises in raptors, although no injured bird of any species would 
be turned away. 
The hospital began through the interest of ex-gamekeeper Rob 
Smith who, living on Cannock Chase had always had a close link 
with wildlife. The hospital itself came into being after an injured 
Tawny Owl was brought to Rob by a friend. After successfully 
healing and returning the owl to the wild, Rob decided that he would 
like to help birds of prey on a larger scale and so the hospital was 
born. 
After giving up his job, Rob started to give talks and displays to 
schools, clubs and other institutions in the hope that with greater 
public awareness, at least some injuries Could be avoided. These 
talks led to an interview on BBC Radio which helped the cause con
siderably. 
The hospital now has two Centres at which captive bred birds are 
displayed to raise money to help injured birds. These are, Byrkley 
Park Garden Centre which is located approximately 1 mile from 
Burton on Trent and Trentham Gardens near Stoke on Trent. It is 
hoped that Trentham Gardens can be built up into a useful educa
tional centre where school parties and other societies can come on 
field trips. Both of the above centres are also main agents for 
Wombourne Falconry Equipment. 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 1991 
Bryan Patterson, or Redtailed Falconry, Flying Display, Hawk and 
Owl Trust, Raptor Rescue, Falconry Furniture Makers and The 
Falconers and Raptor Conservation Magazine will be attending the 
following:COUNTY FAIRS 
August 3rd/4th 1991 
CHILHAM CASTLE COUNTRY FAIR 
CHll.,HAM CASlLE GARDENS, KENT 
(5 miles SE of Canterbury on A262) 
August 17th/18th 1991 
THE SUSSEX COUNTRY FAIR 
ST. MICHAEL'S, BURTON PARK, PETWORTH, SUSSEX 
(10 miles North of Chichester on A285) 
August 25th/26th 1991 
WINDSOR GREAT PARK NATIONAL DRIVING 
CHAMPIONSHIP & COUNTRY FAm 
WINDSOR GREAT PARK, SURREY 
(Exit 6 M4) 
September 14th/15th 1991 
MIDLAND GAME & COUNTRY SPORTS FAm 
(Associate Show) 
WESTON PARK, SHIFNAL, SHROPSlllRE 
(6 miles from Junction 12 M6 on A5 Watling Street) 
September 21st/22nd 1991 
THE YORKSHIRE COUNTRY FAm 
HAREWOOD HOUSE, HAREWOOD, LEEDS, YORKSHIRE 
(3 miles North of Leeds on A61) 
October 12th/13th 1991 

For further information on any of the above, please contact: 
County Fairs Show Office, 9 Beechfield Rise, West Midlands 
WS13 6EL. Tel: 0831430608 or 0543 264162 Fax: 0543263055 
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T he size of these owls is belied by their weight which 
is only half that of the European Eagle owl, although 
they look to be much the same size. The reason for this 
is their abundance of plumage, which they need to keep 
themselves warm in a very cold climate. They have very 
yellow eyes and these are rather small for an owl as 
they are mainly diurnal This bird has a long 
tail, of which there are twelve feathers 
and the outer ones are shorter 
than the middle ones. It has 
feathered eyelids and fully 
feathered legs, its talons are 
not as curved as you would 
expect in a raptor. The 
primary wing feathers are 
darker in colour than the 
secondarys and both have ~ 
light coloured barring. The 
owl has a bold white bar 
underneath its chin which is 
broken up by a dark stripe 
down the middle. This is 
clearly visible, even in bad 
light. The facial plumage 
forms an almost perfect circle, 
some'times with a 
circumference of up to 20". 

HUNTING 

~iS birds unusual looks are matched only by its 
unusual hunting techniques. This owl has a highly 
advanced sense of hearing as the majority of its prey is 
out of sight underneath the snow and sound is its only 
means of locating its intended victim. Its facial plumage 
acts as a dish, much as a satillite dish, picking up 
sounds. They hunt from a post or bush, and they sit and 
watch and listen intently for any sign of movement. They 
fly towards their target and stop above it, occasionally 

hovering, as the Owl dives into the snow it pushes its 
head forward, bringing its feet forward at the last mo
ment. Sometimes it will actually strike the snow with its 
head first and impressions of the owls heads have been 
found in the snow to bear this out. Their prefered hunt
in ground is open land such as marsh or cleared forest. 

BREEDING 

DIET 

The diet of the Great Gray owl 
mainly consists of shrews, voles and 

mmings, although they have been 
known to eat birds as well as 

squirrels and weasels. 

G reat Gray owls do not usually build a nest, they 
either use an old nest built by some other bird or they 
use a tree stump. They start their courtship around 
March and the egg laying takes place during April and 
May, with anything from three to six eggs being laid, at 
intervals of one to three days, The young leave the nest 
at between 20-29 days although they are unable to fly. 
During incubation the female does all the sitt ing and the 
male does all the hunting. 
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Hazel 14 mon/m old with ius! some other 1st place cards 

HUNGARIAN VIZSLA 
M uch is spoken of the quali

ties of dogs used in Falconry. 
These are only personal 
opinions, so far I have been 
told or read that only the 
Pointer is a worthy hawking 
partner or was it one of the 
Setter Breeds or perhaps a 
Spaniel of some sort. All of 
these opinions and prefer
ences are based on the 
personal choice and experi
ence of the owner/trainer. As 
much as I respect these, I do 
however object to such bold 
statements as "I know very 
little about the imported HPR 
breeds and what I do know 
does not tempt me to learn 
more". The author goes on 
"Even the name pointer-re
triever seems too provoca
tive to me, it implies that our 
native breeds, which have 
done successive genera
tions of sportsmen through
out the English speaking 
world well enough for sev
eral hundred years, don't re-

by 
Andrew McNally 

trieve! "What a defama
tion, thankfully falconers are 
not usually interested in that, 
although I suppose it might 
come in useful if the teleme
try breaks down! 
To me watching any point
ing breed, hunting and point
ing is a beautiful sight , 
though thankfully we all have 
a choice as to the hunting 
breed we wish to work, even 
if it is one ofthe HPR breeds 
which, incidentally, have 
also done successive gen
erations of sportsmen 
throughout more than just 
the English speaking world! 
well enough for, several 
hundred years and more! 

Unlike the Pointer and 
Setter breeds, even Retriev
ers to some degree, HPR's 
are not divided into the show/ 
working categories because 

the show fraternity and work
ing fraternities are generally 
the same. Also, looking at 
the HPR breeds, yes they 
are all capable of hunting, 
pointing and retrieving, some 
are better pointers than re
trievers and vice-versa, 
while some excel at both. 
These qualities can be spot
ted at a very early age, which 
is useful tothe falconer, who 
may prefer stronger point
ing tendencies. Not being a 
specialist in all HPR's I would 
not even try to give an in
formed account of each 
breed, hopefully someone, 
more informed than myself, 
will do so in due course. So 
I will concentrate on the one 
breed I do have some expe
rience with:-

The Hungarian Vizsla 
(Vizsla means to seek) was 

originally bred by the Hun
garian notability, trained to 
hunt the Great plains, point
ing and flushing quarry for 
their Hawks and Falcons. I 
will not give an indepth his
tory, most Falconers only 
want to know if the dog can 
do the job, in my opinion they 
most definitely can, as long 
as the trainer can handle this 
almost human breed. 

My first experience with 
Vizslas came about eight 
years ago when I met a local 
breeder who showed and 
worked his dogs. He was 
extremely keen to see how 
they would work with my 
Hawks, we quickly became 
close friends. Three years 
later my own dog, a GSP, 
had to be retired from work
ing. As Martin, and his 
Vizslas were in great de
mand with several local 
shoots, this meant very littl 
t ime for my Hawk, so fo'r 
most of that season I had to 

. ~ ____ ~_ ~_ . ___ ~_~ _______ --"-- __ ~_~_~_T ____ _ 
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rely on my ferrets, I very 
m~ch enjoyed ferreting but 
on cold, wet and windy days 
I prefer to be on the move 
rather than standing around 
rabbit warrens. 

During the next few years, 
I helped to train and work 
several dogs from Martins 
kennel. I gradually came to 
know their sensitive charac
ter and fell in love with these 
mischievous golden crea
tures. 

Martin phoned me one 
evening in April 1987 to let 
me know a litter I had been 
very interested in had just 
been born. Without further 
ado, I was in my car, and 
heading towards Uffington to 
see them. Being very inter
ested in genetics and know
ing the blood lines and pedi
grees behind the parent, the 
puppies should have more 
than their fair share of show 
and working ability. As luck 
would have ittheydid. I had 
my eye on one of the bitches 
right from the start and no 
one was surprised when 
seven weeks later I. very 
proudly took 'Hazel' home. 

Most people who first see 
a Vizsla will perhaps think 
they are too slight or refined 
to do a decent days work, 
but in reality they are physi
cally very robust. My bitch 
can work all day and be 
ready again the next day, 
and the next (in fact getting 
out of the house alone once 
the Goshawk is in the car is 
almost impossible). 

Some notes on training:
Although physically robust 
and intelligent, they are very 
sensitive, to an extreme, not 
a breed that would respond 
to a heavy hand or mental 
cruelty of any kind, which 
only shows in the bad train
ing methods of the handler. 

I was once told "if you 
never let a dog do something 
wrong then it never will" this 
took a very long time to 
understand but it makes 
good sense. The Vizsla is a 
keen worker - fu 11 of enthusi
asm but those energies must 
be directed and encouraged, 
until a point is reached when 
the dog is trustworthy. 

My Goshawk with Cedar one of my bitches' pups showing 
relationship with dag and hawk 

It is better to take the train
ing step by step, carefully 
checking the progress of the 
protege and to let the dog 
learn at his own pace. Do 
not leave any doubt in the 
dogs mind as to what you 
want him to do, and always 
be in the right frame of mind 
yourself. The Vizsla is very 
sensitive and will know when 
his owner is angry or impa
tient with him. 

As an HPR, dare I say it, I 
also teach the retrieve (al
though controlling is a better 
word as they retrieve natu
rally) . Why just use one dog 
in an incomplete role, as long 
as no confusion is put into 
the dogs mind during train
ing, it should not cause any 

problems. In fact it encour
ages steadiness and is use
ful in teaching the right and 
left commands. I have never 
had a blackbird, rabbit, 
pheasant or hawk returned 
to hand even if we work the 
day after the shoot. 
Training and control is very 

important but great care 
must be taken to quash the 
essence of a good gundog 
(its instinct) that ability to 
coverground, hunting, point
ing, flushing and if required, 
retrieving. 90% of a good 
gundog has got to be the 
instinct but the 10% of con
trol must be extremely good 
and can only be obtained by 
careful training. 

I have learned to trust my 

dogs, their senses are far 
superior to our own. On 
several occasions when out 
on shoot's and I have been 
asked to sen'd the dogs into 
some cover, when they ref
use, I know there is nothing 
inthere. This is proven when 
the keeper arrives grumbling 
expletives and sending in 
another more obedient 
breed to find the cover empty 
of game. This feels better 
than a swig from the flask. I 
also know their willingness 
to enter cover when game is 
present. 

Hazel (my bitch) is now 
four years old and as given 
as many years enjoyment 
and loyal service. At three 
years old and after much 
deliberation , I decided to 
interrupt her working and 
show career and mate her 
to a show champion, with a 
good working line behind him 
- as beautiful an animal as 
my bitch (She was entered 
into the kennel club stud 
book at 11 months , won the 
ju nior warrant at 14 months, 
has qualified for Crufts for 
life and has won many many 
firsts and championship 
shows including Crufts with 
two reserve CC's to her 
credit). 

9 weeks later she gave 
birth to a wonderful litter - I 
would think that though 
wouldn't I! Four dogs and 
one bitch. Two of the litter 
went to show homes and 
have both qualified for Crufts 
1991 and 1992 but the most 
important aspect is they all 
show good working poten
tial. 

Cedar the puppy I kept has 
just finished his first weeks 
Hawking and I am as 
pleased as punch, he lacks 
the experience of his mother, 
but that will come with time 
proving HPR's can work, and 
work very well indeed. 

Hazel on point. 
A lthough physically robust and 
very intelligent, they are very sen
sitive to an exJreme, not a breed 
that would respond to a heavy hand 
or mental cruelty of any kind. 
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BIRD BOOKS 
FOR THE FALCONER AND COLLECTOR 

EAGLES, HAWKS AND FALCONS OF THE WORLD. Brown and Amadon. 
THE ART OF FALCONRY. Casey Wood. Translation of 13th Century Work. 
THE BLACK EAGLE. Valerie Gargett. Limited edition also available. 
NORTH AMERICAN FALCONRY AND HUNTING HAWKS. Beebe and Webster. 
FALCONRY PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE. Roger Upton. 
BIRDS OF PREY OF THE WORLD. Grossman and Hamlet 
HAWKS, EAGLES AND FALCONS OF NORTH AMERICA. Paul Johnsgard 
RAPTOR MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES MANUAL. B.A. Giron-Pendleton. 
FALCONRY AND HAWKING. Philip Glasier. 
THE HAWKWATCHER. D.A. ORTON. 
THE PEREGRINE FALCON IN GREENLAND. IT. Harris. Softback. 
THE AFRICAN FISH EAGLE. Leslie Brown. 
THE ENCHANTING OWL. Connie Toops. 

Postage is extra. Please enquire. 

THESE ARE JUST A FEW RECENT TITLES FROM OUR EXTENSIVE LIST 
OF OVER 2,000 NEW AND SECONDHAND BIRD BOOKS. 

FREE CATALOGUE ON REQUEST. 

£47.50 
£50.00 
£40.00 
£45.00 
£15.95 
£25.00 
£29.95 
£29.00 
£35.00 
£14.9'5 
£12.50 

£7.50 
£16.95 

ST ANN'S BOOKS, RECTORY HOUSE, 26 PRIORY ROAD, GREAT MALVERN, 
WORCS. WR14 3DR 

Tel: (0684) 562818 Fax: (0684) 566491 

THE FALCONRY 
CENTRE (HAGLEY) 

Kiddenninster Road South, 
Hagley, West Midlands, 
(0562) 700014 . 

Orders now being taken for 1991 

LANNER FALCONS 

SAKER FALCONS 

REDT AILED HAWKS 

HARRIS HAWKS 
Please phone for details 

RESIDENTIAL/NON RESIDENTIAL 
FALCONRY COURSES 

Weekend courses (full board) .............. £78 
Weekend courses (non residential) .. .... £60 
Four-day courses (3 nights full board) .. £195 
Four-day courses (non-residential) ...... £150 

The accomodation is in a 17th Century farmhouse, surrounded by 
glorious countryside. Bed, breakfast and evening meals are pro
vided. Snack lunches are available from the cafe within the Fal
conry Centre complex. All inclusive of residential bookings. We 
are also available for after-dinner talks, lectures , school visits and 
Summer Fetes. 
For further details ring or write to us at the above. Admission to the 
Falconry Centre - Adults £1.95, Senior Citizens & Children £1.25. 
10% discount for parties of 25 or more. 

INSURANCE FOR BIRDS OF PREY AND ALL OTHER SPECIES. 
STANDARD COVER - theft. fire, lightning, explosion. earthquake, storm, flood, riot, civil 
commotioo, malicious pcr8O'Il5 or vandals, falling treeJ, and vermin. 
SUPER COVER - theft, rue, lightning, explooion. earthquake, storm. flood , civil canmotion. 
malicious pc:rsom or vo.nda.l5, falling trees. 
- death by accident, il.lness or disease. 
- vets fee. & death rerulting from surgical 8CXing. 
- non return ofbirdsd of prey. 
PUBLIC LIABILITY - for flying birds of prey. 
AVIARIES & BIRDROOMS - £5 per £1000 value. 

Ask for your FREE FULL INFORMATION PACK TODAY. 
ij&m 'lI.tky 'FiNmu. 6' lnsvrona 

The Olde Sboppe, Ewyas Harold, Herefordshire HR2 OES, 
Gteat Britain 

Tol: (0981) 240536 - 24 hours 
Fax: (0981) 240451 

Ovcneu enquiries welcome. 
Regiatered Insunmce Brokers. 

Membero of the British Insurance &0 Investment Brokers Associatiac: 

Please mention Falconers Magazine when responding to advertisements 



Th~ year starts with the big aviary clean out before the breeding 
season proper gets under way. This clean up is most important as 
the build up of disease in the previous twelve months is enormous 
and can dramatically affect the hatchability of fertile eggs. The 
birds are caught up and the DOE rings checked, talons and beaks 
coped if needed. They are then released in a spare aviary. All the 
aviary woodwork is first pressure-washed then creosoted, being 
careful to avoid the nest ledges. If there is a nest, it's taken down 
and a s tart made on a new one. If there is a nest ledge, all the old 
gravel is removed from the aviary and replaced with fresh. The 
inside woodwork is checked for soundness (nothing is worse than 
a nest ledge collapsing with a sitting bird on it) The gravel under 
where the birds usually sit is removed and fresh put in; the whole 
floor is then raked over. The birds are then replaced after seven 
days. If you do not have a spare aviary, then you will have to use 
Fenceguard which is safe for birds, so they can be released straight 
away, but it is not as good as it does not kill potentially dangerous 
organisms as the tar based products do. 

Ceri Griffiths food parcelling with Peregrine Falcon 

I start to work my imprints from the first of January, going into 
the aviaries once a day for the fIrst two weeks then twice for the 
next two then three until I am in at least five times a day. I display 
to the males always wearing my copulation hat and the same 
clothing. I turn by back on them and start to wail. The birds that 
were used the previous year will jump on straight away, but will 
stand up at fIrst. Later they sit on their elbows, and later still press 
down with their tails to give you the semen. The birds that you are 
training are not of much use the first year, only jumping on the 
hat, but not knowing what to do when they get there. All the work 
with the males is well worth th~ effort as a good well trained male 
will give good clean semen two or three times a day for at least 
eight weeks and twelve if you are lucky. Females have the same 
number of visits. I display and call to them and food pass if they 
want to. By late February the old hands are soliciting copulation 
(Which starts as soon as I have semen) the young ladies often have 
to have forced insemination for the fIrst year oflaying. All these 
birds are full imprints which have been raised, flown and hunted 
with the idea of breeding later on. I will explain in later articles 
how we raise our non-mantling, non-screaming, beautifully man
nered imprints. 

This issues Raptork is by 
Ceri Griffiths of the Welsh Hawking 
Centre who is giving us help and hints 
about preparing for the forthcoming 
breeding season. 

Copulating hat 

The incubators are cleaned out and fumigated with potassium 
permanganate and formalin. All electrical contacts are .checked. 
They are run up to temperature to make sure all is well. We use 
modified Rolex (turning mechanism, fans and temperature con
trollers) and A. B. Newlife, which I am still evaluating. Modify
ing incubators is winter work which I will cover later. I feel that 
there are good points on all the well known makes and bad points 
too, pity we couldn't roll them all together!! 
The natural breeding pairs of birds are fed as many times in the 
day as I can persuade my staff to go round. The more times that 
one can encourage a food pass the better. Be careful not to 
overfeed as to do so will give you a vermin problem at best and a 
smelly ridden aviary at worst. I feel that chicks are not a good 
enough diet for most birds and in any case are too high in choles
terol, so we try to feed a wider diet lab rats and mice, rifle shot 
rabbits and quail are all good. This is where the small breeder can 
really score over the commmericial man: it is much easier to pro
vide a good diet for one or two aviaries than over a hundred. We 
use over 9000 chicks per week; and I try not to feed them more 
than 4 days out of seven; good food is a major problem to me. 
Our breeding diary is started on January the first and I consider it 
essential for learning. We record nest building, food passing, nest 
scraping, calling, copulation, egg laying and any unusual happen
ing. The following year you will be very glad and you can look 
back and see what and when. 

Peregrine showing how the copulation hat is used 
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CLASSIFIEDS "'It is an offence to sell or offer to buy or sell most birds (and other animals dead or alive. without a licence or exception 
from the Department of the Environment, or (for dead birds only) registration under section 6 of the Wildlife and 

TELEPHONE (0536) 4 11636 Countryside Act 1981. All advertisements should be accompanied by a declaration form obtainable, with an explana-
L...-....;;.;;=;;;;..;;,;;.;;;,.;;",;,;;;;,..;.;;.;;,,;;,,;~..;;.;;,..;;.;;.,,~...... tory note, from the Advertisement Manager'" 

DOGS 

Trained Pointer K.C reg 
Experienced Grouse , 

Pheasant, Rabbits. 

£650. Guy Wallace 

The Warren Gun Dog Kennels 

0874 - 754377 

BIRDS OF PREY 

Pereigne, Salcer & Lanner, 

Falcons for Sale 

All Top Quality Parent reared 

0772 - 613526 

FEMALE RED T All..ED 
BUZZARD 

AS FEA TURBD ON 1HE COVER OF 
MAGAZINE (SPRING 91 ISSUE) 

EXCELLENT PEDIGREE. BEING ONE OF 
IEMIMA PARRG JONES BIRDS. 

89 BIRD - GUARANTEED PARENT 
REARED. SATURN HAS A 

WONDERFUL TEMPERAMENT, 
WOULD BE IDEAL FOR BREADING. 

£450 
APPLY TO 

0908 - 583956 

FOOD SUPPLIES 

GLEN MANOR 
Fresh & Frozen Chicks 

& Turkey Poults 
£3 .50 per 100 (approx) 

£32.50 per 1000 (approx) 

Collection only 

Leics. Area (053759) 2025 
Y 0Iks. Area (0977) 676113 

CAunb. Area (09314) 273 
Lincs. Area ( 0406) 380076 
Oxon_Area (0869)242248 
Glos. Area (0594) 530424 

CHIC KS. Dead day old_ Fresh or 
Frozen from £2-20 per 100 

collected_ We will also deliver 
(minimum carriage cost £ 11.00) 

Discounts for quantities. Also 
frozen mice and rals_ 

Zooserye, Welwyn 0438716873 
anytime 

Visa, Access or Amex 

BOOKS 

FALCONRY BOOKS 
Books on Falconry & Birds of Prey, 

Shooting, Hunting & Fisbing_ 
NEW & OUT -OF-PRINT_ 

Telephone orders 9am - lDpm 
Access/Visa 

Coch-Y -Bonddu Books 
(paul Morgan) , Penegoes, 
Machynlleth, SY20 BNN. 

~~;~~~7~~~~~~~----' 
I ROLL-X INCUBATORS FROM £346. I 
I PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE. I 
I ALL MODElB FEATURE FORCED AIR & AurO TURN WITH SEE- I 

THROUGH DOMES, AUTO HUMIDITY AND COME COMPLElE WITH 
TIIERMOMETERS, FUlL INSTRUCTIONS AND, OF COURSE, UNUMITED I I ACCESS TO OUR INCUBATION ADVICE SERVICE. 

I 
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH EX STOCK. OVERNIGHT DEliVERY. WE I 
EXPORT WORLDWIDE WITH SEVEN DAY DEliVERY TO MOST 
COUNrRIES. I EXPERT ADVICE. SPARES, SERVICE, REPAIRS , ELECfRONIC SCALES, I 
TIIERMOMETERS, CANDLERS, ALARMS AND EMERGENCY POWER I I SYSTEMS. 
WE ARE THE LEADERS IN THE FIELD OF RAPTOR INCUBATION. NO I OTIIER INCUBATOR SUPPLIER HAS THE RAPTOR EXPERIENCE TIIA T WE I 
HAVE. I ROBIN H AlGH INCUBATORS, ABBEY BRIDGE FARMHOUSE, I 
COLONELS LANE, CHERTSEY, SURREY KT16 8RJ. ENGLAND I TEL.: 0932 560236 FAX: 0932561144. I 

IROBiN HAIGH-FAiCONRYEQUIPMENT~ 
MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLIERS OF EQUIPMENT AND BOOKS TO THE 
WORLDS FALCONERS SINCE 1969. 
HOODSA GLOVE~ BAGS, BELlB (4 TYPES~ JESS~ ... ~WIVELS, LURES, 
BLOCK:> BOW P~RCHES, TELEMETRy pur.'> THE l'U LL RANGE OF FAL
CONRY F..6frrpMENT. 
BOOKS. -B15oKS. BOOKS. NEW, SECONDHAND, RARE AND ANTIQUAR
IAN. 
WE STOCK THE WORLDS LARGEST SELECTION INCLUDING TITLES ON 
FALCONRY, RAPTORS AND OWLS. WE GUARANrEE TO EOUAL OR BET
TER ANY OTIIER DEALERS ADVERTISED PRICE AND RE~MBER ALL 
OUR BOOK PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING. ' 
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR ANY PARTICULAR TITLE GIVE US A CALL WE 
PROB ABLY HAVE IT IN STOCK. WE ALSO BUY WHOLE COlLECTIONS OR 
INDIVIDUAL TITLES. 
BROWN & AMADON. EAGLES HAWKS & FALCONS OF THE WORLD £49.95 
INCP&P. 
COOPERVETERINARY ASPECTS OF CAPTIVE BIRDS OF PREY £19.00 INC 
GLASIER. A HAWK IN THE HAND. £14.95 INC P&P. 
BEEBE & WEBSTER. N.AMERICAN FALCONRY & HUNTING HAWKS £49.95 
INC P&P. 
UPTON. FALCONRY PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE £16.00 INC 

WEBSTER. GAME HAWKING. £49.95 INC P&P. 
VIDEOS. HAWKING THE WEST UNDERSTANDING FALCONRY, THE GOS
HA WK. £19.95 EACH. OWLS. £ 16.99. FALCON GENTLE £11.95. ALL PRICES 
INCP&P. 
FRESH AND FROZEN CHICKS FROM THE UK'S MOST MODERN AND 
HYGENIC PRODUCTION UNIT. OUANITIY DISCOUN!S ... DEliVERY POS
SIDLE ON LARGE ORDERS. PHO"'NE FOR DETAIlS. l'LI!ASE INCLUDE A 
STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH ALL ENQUIRIES. 
ROBIN HAIGH FALCONRY EO UlPMENT ABBEY BRIDG E FARMHOUSE 

L!
COLONELS LANE. CHERTSEYl SURREY, KT16 8RJ, ENGLAND_ .J' 
TEL: 0932 560236 FAX: 09325611 44. ----- ------ - -

TAXIDERMIST 

PHILIP P LEGGETT 
TAXIDERMIST BIRDS , 

MAMMALs, FISH, 
SCULPTED, MODELLED 

AND MOUNTED TO 
IDGHEST STANDARD_ 

TEL BOLTON (0204) 23622_ 

D_ofE Registered Taxidennist 
requires all legitimate birds of 

Prey_ 
Best price paid_ 

Please ring:
Morcot (057287) 531 

for further details 

VETERINARY 
SERVICES 

SOUTH BEECH 
VETERINARY 

SURGERY 

SURGICAL SEXING (with Microchip 
Identification if required) of 

monomorphic birds . 
Telephone A.D.Malley MRCVS. 

Veterinary Surgeon, Wickford, Essex. 
(0268) 560660. Fax : (0268) 562083. 

[j]~ Peter W ScoH 
r71r-.! MSc . BVSc. MRCVS.MI~iol 

~~ surgical sexing , 
l"U ? lmicrochip ID, etc 

Winchester (0962)-883895 
cellphone (0836)-217686 

fax (0962)-881790 

To advertise in the classified section of 
THE FALCONERS 

& RAPTOR CONSERVATION 
MAGAZINE 

telephone 
(0536) 411636 

PHILIP SNOW BA Hons 
is a professional wildlife il lustrator, whose work is regularly 
published worldwide in books, magazines, prints and cards etc_, by 
such as BBC WILDLIFE, COLLlNS, R-S-P-B _, AMERICAN 
EXPRESS, BIRDWATCHING, BRITISH BIRDS, CHESHIRE LIFE, 
I NTERCONTI NENT AL of N_ York, Texas's OCEAN WORLD and 
Turkeys TURQUOISE magazine etc_ 

He has exhibited in many of Londons top venues, Le_ THE SOUTH 
BANK, THE BARBICAN, ASS_ OF ILLUSTRATORS, SOCIETYOF 
WILDLIFE ARTISTS, THE TRYON GALLERY, THE DESIGN 
CENTRE, OLYMPIA, and in the RA exhibition of BRITISH ART in 
Saudi Arabia. He specialises in raptors in landscape, particularly in 
flight and welcomes commissions_ The illustrations in this issue, of 
Scottish raptors; are closely 
based on his own field 
sketches and own photo's 
and he has studied birds in 
many countries. That illustra-
tion is for sale; in addi tion to 
a selection of Limited edition 
prints of raptors etc_ For 
details, colour samples, 
enquiries to PHILlP SNOW 
GLANABER COTTAGE 
PENRHYN PARK 
BANGOR 
GWYNEDD 
LL573UR 
Telephone: (0248) 351 223 

Strictly limited edition full 
colour photol itho 
MERLIN. 
(18"x 14"image size) 
£49 incL Vat and p&p 

Please mention Falconers Magazine when responding to advertisements 



Birds Of 
Prey 

Falconry 
Centres 

VERTONLTD 

E 
Club 

Risks 
Breeding 

Farms 

DEATH 
THEFT 

NON RETURN 
VETS FEES 
LIABILITY 

Vale House, Stody. Melton Constable 
Norfolk NR24 2EG 

Telephone (0263) 860388 

Long Suffon, Uncolnshire 
OPEN MARCH 16th - NOVEMBER Jrd 

DAILY lOom to 6pm 
Hundreds of free flying exotic BUTTERFLIES inside 

one of Britains largest wall<through tropical houses. 
INSECTARIUM - Compelling Exhibits such as scorpions 

e and Tarantulas 
NETF MOUSE HOUSE - See mice of work, rest 

and play, if's fascinating !! 
Gift Shop, Counfry Fayre Shop and Tea Room. 

15 ACRES of Fun Oufdoors - Farm animal centre - Large 
adventure playground - Nature frail- Pefs Comer

Wildflower meadows - Herbs. 

HOTUNE - For news update - pric .. e te 0839 222012 
33p per mlnll. cheap ..... .up m _ Hmn 

Party Rates available tram Butterfly Park, 
Long Sutton, lincolnshlre. 

JUST FOLLOW THE SIGNS OFF A 17 LONG SUDON 
BYPASS 

Qkotstnolb 
falcott f1J Qtttt tft 

We stock Ben Long's Falconry Equipment 

Falconry Courses and Hunting Parties are available 
in conjunction with Falcon Leisure 

Ray Prior will be here with his full 
range of Falconry Equipment on:

MAY 25TH, JUNE 30TH AND JULY 20TH 

Cotswold Falconry Centre 
Batsford Park, Moreton-in-Marsh, Glos. 

Telephone: Blockley (0386) 701043 

Open 7 days a week from March 10th - November 30th, lO.30am - 5.3Opm. 

Please Inention Falconers Magazine when responding to advertiselnents 



fine art prints . fimitea eaitions 

fJ1ie 13irci.Wi$e. (jaf1ery proudly presents tIU first two fimitea eaitions'of the 
'1?gptor enigma' series 

(joL~1~.91(jL'E 'BL!J1.Cl(or VE/l(1('E.9lruxs' 'E.9l(jL'E ...---------

19vfJlL(j'E 
SIZ'E 

17' ;(12' 

~1(fJf8v{'E1J 

SIZ'E 
21' ;'(16' 

fJ1ie 13irawise (ja{[ery is p(easea to present tnese aistinctive liigli quafity fine art prints proaucea from 
originafs 6y wiU(ife artist Mic!iae( 'Bigno(cf. rrliese e;a;(usive eaitio_ns ar.e fimitea worUwic£e to on(y 850 
copies of eacli. I((ustratea in tliis navef way (to sliow sometliing 1tWre tlian merefy a singfe hira in 
cfassicaf pose) we fee[ wi(( provide continuing enjoyment. fJ1ie use of (iglit fast in~ on superh liuntsman 
vefvet paper ensures fasting'quafity . 

.7[(( prints are inaivicfuaf(y signea ana numherea hy tIU artist ana can he supp(iea cfouhfe mountea in an 
antique goU frame. Pfease a((ow 21 clays for cfefivery. 

OREDER FORM TO:-The Birdwise Gallery, High Road, Whaplode, Spalding,Lincs .PE12 6TG 
Please send the following print(s) 

PRINT @ £39.50 
GOLDEN EAGLE (Eagle royal) D 
VERREAUXS' EAGLE(BLACK BEAUTY OF AFRICA) 0 
Orders of two or more save £4.50 per print. Prices inclusive 

FRAMED @ £69.50 
D 
D 

of V.A.T & p&p 

Name ....... ...................... .. ........ .... ..... ..... ........ I enclose a cheque P.O. for the sum of.. .......... . 

Address................ .... ..................................... payable to "The Birdwise Gallery" 

.... ..... .. .... ... ...... .... ... . Post code .......... .......... .. 
Prints are covered by our 14 day money back guarantee if returned in undamaged condition 




